
Pachomian Sources Reconsidered1

by DERWAS J. CHITTY

It had seemed that Ladeuze had firmly established the literary priority
of the best Greek sources for the Life of Pachomius and his first suc-
cessors as against the Coptic. Halkin's edition of the Vitae Graecae,

while suggesting that the surviving 'Vita Prima' was not the earliest recen-
sion, had supported the same main conclusion—'Cette premiere Vie de
Pachome fut certainement redige en grec. La discussion est presentement
close.'

The outline seemed clear—a Life, to which the 'Vita Prima' (G1) is the
nearest surviving approach: a collection of stories ('Paralipomena' or 'As-
cetica'—Asc.): and the Letter of Bishop Ammon (Ep. Amm.) describing, after
several decades, his memories of three years at Pabau under Theodore.

The character of the other significant Greek Lives also seemed clear—
the 'Vita Altera' (G2), a Life of Pachomius consisting of a conflation and
rewriting of G1 and Asc, with a few sentences from the Lausiac History
(HL): the 'Vita Tertia' (G3) a Life of Pachomius and Theodore, in the
main a putting together, without serious rewriting except in a few passages,
of practically the whole of G1 and Asc, with longer passages from HL, and
two or three short chapters from the collections of Apophthegmata. The
Latin Life by Dionysius Exiguus (D) appeared to be a translation of a
Greek original closely resembling G2, with one long section and two shorter
ones absent, and with the Angelic Rule from HL incorporated.

Halkin's work was published in 1932. In the following year, 1933,
Lefort published the text of the fragmentary Sahidic Lives—he had pub-
lished the Bohairic text in 1925. In his French translation of these Coptic
Lives, published in 1943, he sets out to reverse Ladeuze's conclusions—to
argue that G1 is a late compilation, Ep. Amm. apocryphal, and the Greek
original of D (used by G2 as its main source) the earliest Greek Life, while
all are dependent on Coptic Lives or collections of stories to which he con-
jecturally attributes certain of the surviving Coptic fragments.

The magnitude of Lefort's achievement in piecing together and editing
the Coptic remains has made his views widely accepted by scholars. Thus
Peeters in Analecta Bollandiana, while pleading for the genuineness of Ep.

1 Sancti Pachomii Vitae Graecae, ed. F. Halkin, S.J., Brussels, 1932. S. Pachomii Vita
bohairici scripta, Corpus Scriptorum Christianorum Orientalium, Scr. Copt., ser. tertia, t. vii
(1925). S. Pachomii Vitae sahidici scriptae, C.S.C.O., Scr. Copt., ser. tertia, t. viii (1933).
L. Th. Lefort, Les Vies copies de S. PachSme et de ses premiers successeurs: Traduction franchise,
Louvain 1943. P. Ladeuze, Etudeswrlece^wbitismepakh6mien, Louvain, 1898.
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Amm., seems hardly to question Lefort's account of G1, and to regard his
main conclusions as 'acquises une fois pour toutes'.1

We presume to suggest that, for all the greatness of his work on the
Coptic (though even here we shall find that, on one or two significant
details, Homer has been nodding), Lefort's work suffers from too cavalier a
treatment of the Greek sources (especially of G1 and Ep. Amm.), and is
repeatedly guilty of'petitio principii'.

We propose first to deal mainly with the Greek, Latin, and Syriac
works, and their relation to each other, and the evidence adduced from
them for the existence, by the end of the fourth century, of a lost collection
of Pachomian stories on which all the surviving works are based. This first
discussion is simplified by the fact that, with one doubtful exception, all the
parallels contained in these works to surviving Coptic material are present
in G1. That doubtful exception provides our first subject.
The 'De Oratione' and the Letter ofAmmon.

The 153 Chapters on Prayer, published in P.G. lxxix as the work of St.
Nilus, have been convincingly shown by P. Hausherr (Rev. d'Asce'tique et
de Mystique, xv) to be more probably the work of Evagrius Ponticus, and
therefore written before the latter's death in A.D. 399. If they were the work
of Nilus, they would not be more than two or three decades younger.

Chapter 108 begins, "Aviyvaos TTOLVTOJS KCU TOVS /JI'OV? TU>V Ta^ewrjcnorrHjv
fiovaxoJv . . . ' P. Hausherr, in his annotated translation, comments, 'Le fait
en question ne se trouve cependant pas dans les S. Pachomii Vitae Graecae
publiees par le P. Halkin.' Lefort ( Vies Coptes de S. PachSme, xxii) assumes
that ch. 109 also belongs to the Lives of the Tabennesiote Monks, and
speaks of the two chapters as 'deux anecdotes, dont la premiere est
absolument inconnue a nos Vitae grecques; bien que la seconde puisse, avec
beaucoup de vraisemblance, correspondre a G1 §101 =Denys §5O = G2

§ 84a, il est hors de doute que Nil, ou EVagre, visait autre chose que nos
actuelles Vitae grecques'.

Actually, the story in De Or. 109 concerns a viper, and the monk suffers
no harm; while the parallel quoted in the Greek Lives (also in the Coptic,
Bo. 99) concerns a scorpion, and the monk, while persisting in prayer, almost
dies of the pain. Moreover, there is nothing in the De Oratione to show that
§ 109 is regarded as sharing in the Tabennesiote origin of § 108.

For the first anecdote—Lefort, basing himself on the Greek text as pub-
lished in Migne, where the hero appears simply as 6 aft/Has, claims that this
title, used alone, always refers to Pachomius in Tabennesiote sources, and
that this is confirmed by the appearance of the story as concerning Pacho-
mius in the Bohairic and Arabic Lives.2 But when, guided by a foot-note,
we turn to p. 167, we find a story with certain marked differences from
that of the De Oratione (though it certainly is remarkable that this parallel

1 Anal. Boll, lxiv (1946), 277. Peeters had already taken the bait on the publication of
the Sahidic text: see Anal. Boll. Hi (1934), 286-320.

8 Actually, there is some doubt whether the contents of Bo. 98 do concern
Pachomius and not Theodore.
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to De Or. 108 is immediately followed by the alleged, but much more
distant, parallel to De Or. 109). And there is a foot-note admitting that at
least one Greek MS. reads not simply 'TOV d/Jj3a' but 'TOU ajSfia &eo8a>pov'
(this is the reading accepted without comment by Hausherr, loc. cit.).
Lefort would discount this on the ground that the Greek text is 'flottante',
and that the Arabic reading, Tahoum, is probably a misprint for Bahoum
( = Pachomius)—in Arabic the difference between B and T is only one of
pointing, and this certainly seems a more probable explanation of
'Tahoum' than Hausherr's attempt to derive it from a translation of the
name Theodore. Thus fortified, Lefort tries to explain the Greek reading
'Theodore' by asserting, 'on sait, par la lettre d'Ammon et par ailleurs,
que dans certains milieux grecs Theodore eclipsa Pachome'. Still no parallel
in the Greek sources is admitted for the story. But we are referred back,
without further comment, to p. liv of the Introduction.

Here at last we find, drawn up parallel with the chapter of the De
Oratione, a story from the Letter of Ammon (c. 19) concerning Theodore,
and an admission by Lefort that the two passages show 'une parente
litteraire dimcilement contestable'. But it is argued that it would be temer-
arious to identify the Letter of Ammon with the jSi'oi TLOV Tafiewqouirrujv
fiovaxcov which 'Nilus' (Evagrius is not this time mentioned) cites as his
source; that we have an 'element de controle' in the fact that the hero in
'Nilus' is simply 'Abba'—i.e. Pachomius; and that the appearance of the
anecdote in the Bohairic Life proves that we are dealing indeed with a
Pachomian story.

Although a foot-note refers us for variants to p. 167, note 8, there is not
a hint at this point that the variants there given include a reading 'TOU
djSjSd @eoS(x>pov'.

Actually, the positive evidence that the Greek text is 'flottante' falls to
the ground on examination. Had Lefort looked at the Latin translation
printed beside the Greek in Migne, he would have found there also 'abbate
Theodoro'. Migne is here faithful in both languages to the text of Suaresius's
edition. But as the Latin appears to be based on the same Greek MSS. as
the Greek printed text, it seems certain that the omission of 0eo8u>pov in
the Greek is due, not to MSS., but simply to a printer's error. If there are
Greek MSS. showing this omission, their readings have yet to be recorded.
The only remaining evidence against the Theodoran attribution is the
doubtful witness of the Arabic—and it is surely more natural to suppose
that the name of Pachomius has supplanted the lesser-known Theodore in
the Arabic, than that Theodore has supplanted his master in all known
Greek MSS.

It is hard to understand how a scholar of Lefort's standing should fail
so completely to correlate his evidence.

It will be well to draw up at this point alongside each other the restored
Greek text of Evagrius, that of Ep. Amm., and the Bohairic (in Lefort's
translation):
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Bo. 98 (Lefort,
DeOr. Ep. Amm. p. 167, 4)

'Aveyvws iravrios Kal Tfj rerpdSi rov aaflfidrov Se trouvant quelque
roiis jSt'ou? TWV TajSe'v- ©eoSiopos eorw? iv rrj part a moisonner avec
vqaunrGiv povax&v, Kadd v^aco iSlSaoKev rovs les freres, lorsque le
<f>r)cnv OTL XaXovvros rov dSeX(f>ovs KeKVKXatKoras soir arriva, il adressa
dfifiS. ©eoSwpov rov avrov /cat (ntoTrrjoas aux freres la parole de
Xoyov rots d8eXcf>ols, JJX- Kal dirooras rov ro-nov Dieu; pendant . qu'il
dov 8vo e'xiSvai npos roiis iv <L elarrjKei, 8vo [juKpas parlait, vinrent deux
TTOSCLS avrov. 6 be dra- i%l8vas eSetfev rols 6<f>- serpents qui s'enroul-
pdxos eras, TroLiqaas daXfiols Xeyuv, &ovev- erent autour de ses
rovs TToSas avrov ojoel adrco ns aords. u>s yap pieds. Mais lui, il ne
Kafidpav, tnreflaXev avras w/j^iXovv, nepl rovs TroSas les regarda aucune-
evSodev eu? eiravaaro ^Ov yivopevas, Iva jj-r/ res ment, ni ne changea
AaAaiv rov Xoyov Kal Twv d8eX<f>a>v rapaxOfi, ses pieds de la place
rore ravras vneSeiKwe aiairep Kafidpav TTOMjcra? qu'il occupait. Lors-
rols d8eX<f>ols etj-qyov- rovs TTOSOJ /MOV, eKpvipa qu'il eut fini de parler,
pevos ro npay/Aa. airrds. Kal fj-erd TO on fit la priere pour
(I have given the text dvaipedfjvai avrds . . . que chacun regagnat sa
of the Bodleian MS. demeure; apres cela il
Canon. Gr. 16. Coislin dit qu'on lui apportat
109, given by Lefort on Une lampe. Quand on
p. 167, reads drapdxus la lui eut apportee, il
•noi-qoas airals woel vit les betes enroulees
Ka/xdpav, omitting the autour de ses pieds;
second roiis ir68as avrov. alors il les tua aussitot
On p. liv, Lefort et rendit gloire a Dieu
gives only the text of qui sauve ceux qui esperent
Migne—without @eo- en lui.
8<Lpov—alongside that
of Ep. Amm.)

Surely the impression one gets is that De Oratione is directly summar-
ising the Letter of Ammon, while the Bohairic, if based on the same story
at all, is only a distant echo.

But if the De Oratione is quoting the Letter of Ammon, and is the work
of Evagrius, then the Letter of Ammon was already well-known by A.D. 399
at latest—when Theophilus, its addressee, was still on the patriarchal
throne of Alexandria—and its genuineness can hardly be doubted. More-
over, it must already at that date have formed but one element in a body of
works which together could be called the 'Lives of the Tabennesiote Monks'.
—Alone, it could hardly bear that name. But it is worth noting that a
corpus such as that which survives, in which Ep. Amm. is found together
with G1 and Asa, would most naturally be given precisely that title.

Before proceeding to discuss whether these or other documents were
the actual other constituents of the original Pachomian corpus, it will be
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convenient to digress for a moment, to examine some other arguments
brought forward by Lefort against the genuineness of Ep. Amm. We shall
not discuss further the perverse conclusions drawn by him from the parallel
with the De Oratione. But we should note the real possibility that Bo. 98
actually betrays a knowledge of Ep. Amm., and not vice versa; and must
ask ourselves whether the Coptic account (Bo. 89, S48g, S58g) of the early
life in Alexandria of Theodore the Alexandrian, which is shown by its
chronology to be manifestly unhistorical, is not also copied from Ep. Amm.,
rather than a source for that document as Lefort suggests (liii-liv).
We note this in passing for its hint of a characteristic of the Coptic Lives
which we shall have occasion to test later.

The comparison, and contrasts, between Ep. Amm. 12 and G1i02, Bo.
103, etc., surely do not suggest common derivation from a more primitive
written redaction, but divergent oral accounts of the same vision.

Divergences between our different documents as to the chronology of
Theodore's life are no evidence either way. If Ammon be mistaken here
(which is by no means certain), that kind of mistake might easily be made
by Theodore's contemporaries.

More strange is Lefort's attempt (pp. lvii-lviii) to identify Athanasius's
flight to the Thebaid under Julian, when Theodore announced Julian's
death, with the occasion of the search for Athanasius by the duke Artemius
—whose name is found in the Coptic (Bo. 185) as well as the Greek
(G1i37-8), even if that of Constantius only is mentioned in G1. Lefort
appears to be completely ignorant of the well-known facts about this duke,
to be gleaned from Ammianus and elsewhere. He was, of course, put to
death by Julian at Antioch in 362—apparently a few days before Athana-
sius's renewed flight—and was subsequently revered as a martyr throughout
the Orthodox Church, in spite of his Arian antecedents. Certainly any
search for Athanasius conducted by him was at the command of Constan-
tius and not of Julian. And in fact, such a search carried out by Artemius in
Alexandria is recorded in the Festal Index for the year A.D. 360; while both
the Historia Acephala and the Festal Index confirm that Athanasius was in
flight in the Thebaid (the Hist. Acephala actually mentions Antinoopolis)
at the time of Julian's death. It seems, to say the least, far-fetched to suggest, as
Lefort does, that Ep. Amm. has built up the whole of this story on the basis
of the Historia Acephala and the account, in the Lives, of Artemius's search!

Lefort argues that Ammon does not use the technical terms found in
the other Greek Pachomian documents—speaks of Psarphius as TOV
vdvTCDv TtpGiTov ev rjj Bav, and not as TOV OIKOVO^OV TOV /xe'yav, and instead
of 01/aaKoj speaks once of -rrpoeaTcos ('terme inconnu des anciens institu-
tions pachomiennes'—its only occurrence appears to be in G2, twice in c.
37, of the father of a monastery, but its early use in this sense, in Meletian
monasteries at least, is attested by Bell's Meletian papyri—1913. 2, 15),
and once of ryyov^evos. Lefort is not strictly correct in saying that this last
term is reserved in Pachomian use for the Superior of a monastery. Twice in
G1 (53. 12 and 74. 37—this last, vaTepas TWV /XOVCSV KOX TOVS aXXovs
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it is used alongside of nardpes in a manner which necessarily
implies that it is a word with a different or wider connotation: once (84. 24)
it is used in the plural to cover all appointments of leaders within a single
monastery (Hermonthis). But in any case, the argument tells rather for
than against the genuineness and early date of Ep. Amm. What is more
natural than that one who had left Pabau in A.D. 355, long before Rule or
Life had appeared in Greek, should make his own choice of translations
for the Coptic technical terms?

One other term is attacked by Lefort as evidence of late date—
ijytao/ie'voy, which he says is 'absolument inconnu dans tout le dossier, et en
dehors d'Ammon on ne la rencontre que dans des textes byzantins d'assez
basse epoque et de caractere plutot liturgique'. But as this participle occurs
seven times in the New Testament (one passage, 2 Tim. ii. 21, is quoted in
G1, 64. 20), there is hardly any need to look for other occurrences of it in
the Fathers in order to justify our refusal to treat it as evidence of late date.

Perhaps the only real difficulties remaining in Ep. Amm. are the talk
in c. 22 of Twelve Prayers as against the Six Prayers of the Rule and the
Lives; and the impression which can be gained that Athanasius's talk about
Theodore as recently dead in c. 34 was given soon after Athanasius's return
from exile. But Ammon's long years in Nitria may easily have obscured his
memory of Tabennesiote practice: or again, the occurrence of Twelve
Prayers in Palladius's account of the Tabennesiotes also, may imply that
there is some other explanation which escapes us: while to press the second
point is surely to overstress the meaning of the word <j>9doas—there is
nothing really to make clear the date of Athanasius's talk.

Certainly neither of these points, nor any of the others adduced, is of
any weight against the overwhelming impression of genuineness created
by the series of accurate chronological details, verifiable from other
sources, found in the Letter. It is impossible to believe that a forger of the
following centuries would have taken the trouble, even if he had the means,
to get these right.

But this conclusion has wider implications, apparently not realised by
P. Peeters, who, though arguing for the genuineness of Ep. Amm., appears
convinced by Lefort's main contention as to the superiority of the Coptic
sources. Actually we shall see that, if we can rely upon Ep. Amm., the
Coptic account of one series of events at least automatically becomes im-
possible, while the account of the same events in G-1 is fully vindicated.

Halkin, in his introduction (pp. 3i*~32*) summarises with admirable
lucidity the chronological evidence of Ep. Amm., and the conclusions to be
drawn therefrom. In particular we learn that Ammon arrived at Bau
rather over a year (iviavrov KOI 6\lyu> Trpos TT&peXrjXvOoTos) after the pro-
clamation of Gallus as Caesar (c. 7). As we know the date of this to have
been 15 March 351, we conclude that Ammon's arrival was not later than
the summer of A.D. 352. This date is confirmed by the fact that Ammon
stayed three years at Bau (c. 1), and that Athanasius's flight from Alex-
andria (8 February 356) was six months (c. 31) after Ammon's arrival in
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Nitria from the Thebaid, which therefore must be dated in the summer of
A.D. 355. In c. 9 it is stated that, at the time of Ammon's arrival at Bau
in A.D. 352, Pachomius had been dead six years. His death can therefore be
dated in A.D. 346.

Turning to the 'Vita Prima,' we read (c. 116) that Pachomius died on
the 14th Pachon (9 May) after forty days' sickness (c. 115) of a plague
which had broken out in the monastery /xeTa TO Flaaxo. (c. 114). As in the
language of the 'Vita Prima' (cf. c. 7) this phrase could refer to Easter Day
itself, we thus learn that Easter that year could conceivably be as late as
31 March, but no later. Actually, Easter fell in 346 on 30 March (Ath.
Ep. Fest. Index xviii). In 343 it fell on 27th, in 349 on 26th, and in 351
on 31st: all other years from 341-353 are incompatible with these details.
The date indicated coincides with that deduced from Ep. Amm. The
Sahidic account on the other hand (S7—ed. Lefort, pp. 41-51) is incom-
patible with this date, placing the beginning of the plague and of Pacho-
mius's forty days of sickness before Easter, and giving no indication of
the interval between Easter and Pachomius's death (at the 10th hour on
14th Pachon) beyond the fact that this was in the fifty days after Easter
('the days of Pentecost'). The Bohairic is missing. The placing of the death
of Paphnutius on Holy Saturday in the Sahidic is suspiciously like the
death of Heron on Holy Saturday before the death of Theodore, and gives
a further suggestion of that tendency to assimilate one story to another
which we referred to in regard to the similarities between the Bohairic
version and Ep. Amm.

The 'Vita Prima' proceeds to describe the succession of Petronius, his
death on 27th Epiphi (21 July) and the succession of Orsisius (c. 117).
This is followed by the description (c. 120) of the visit of the brethren in
the boat to St. Antony on their way to Alexandria, ore 6 apx^TTioKonos
6 ayios 'Adavdaios dve/cafu/iev fiera 86£r)s Kvpiov airo rod KOIUTOLTOV—Athan-
asius returned to Alexandria on 21 October (24th Paophi) A.D. 346 (Ath.
Fest. Ind. xviii), and this date accords perfectly with the dating of the
death of Pachomius in May of the same year, and of Petronius in July. Ep.
Amm., c. 28, describing the return of the boat from Alexandria to Pabau
on 22 November 354 (?), after visiting St. Antony on the way back, sug-
gests that the autumn season was the regular time for the voyage to Alex-
andria—and also for visits of St. Antony to his Outer Mountain. But 'Vita
Prima' might equally well imply that the voyage was a special one, to
welcome St. Athanasius on his return.

All is in place, and all is delightfully sober and free from the miraculous.
St. Antony has not heard either of the death of Pachomius or of the succes-
sion and death of Petronius. He modestly disclaims the praise offered him
by Zacchaeus, suggesting that he himself was perhaps not worthy to see
Pachomius in the flesh, but making no clear assessment of the relative
value of the coenobitic and eremitic life. His mention of an earlier abortive
attempt to found a similar coenobitic institution by one Aotas, whose name
is found in no other document, must surely belong to a primary source.
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Zacchaeus alone is mentioned among the Pachomian voyagers, although
c. 136 adds the information that Theodore was with Zacchaeus (cf. cc. 109
and 113) on the visits both to St. Antony and to St. Athanasius. The
chapter could well be almost a verbatim report of a self-effacing account of
the journey from Theodore's own lips.

Once again the Sahidic account (S6—the Bohairic is missing) is in-
compatible with the chronology of G1 and Ep. Amm. (this is recognised
by Lefort, p. 265, note 2. He concludes 'Qui a raison? S5, ou la chronologie
actuellement admise pour 1'annee de la mort de Pachome?' Our answer is
not in doubt!). In the Sahidic, the brethren are sent with a letter to
Athanasius entrusted to Theodore, by Petronius, who does not die until after
they have reached Alexandria. Athanasius is, therefore, supposed to have
been in Alexandria through that summer, as he certainly was not in the
summer of A.D. 346. And this is so deeply woven into the Sahidic narrative
that, if Ep. Amm. is right, the whole structure of the Sahidic account falls
to the ground. (A similar ignorance of Athanasius's movements is shown in
the account of the first visit of Zacchaeus and Theodore to Alexandria in
Bo. 96a, where they are made to deliver to Athanasius a letter from
Pachomius, though G1113, and even the end of Bo. 96c itself, make it clear
that Athanasius was in exile at this time!)

With the vindication of the Greek chronology against the Coptic, we
find confirmation of a principle on which we should have inclined to prefer
the Greek account quite apart from the chronological argument. Lefort
says that G1 'n'est qu'un resume'. But of all the extra Coptic material
there is hardly a sentence free from some tendentiousness—stress on the
marvellous, glorification of Theodore (Zacchaeus takes very markedly
second place), glorification of the coenobitic life against the eremitic, etc.
The interesting account of Meletian and Antonian visits to the Taben-
nesiotes reads like an ad hoc later insertion in view of some particular prob-
lem confronting the Community. The Coptic version of Antony's words to
Zacchaeus {'aTroneidoi ae, ZaK^aie' in the Greek) not only replaces the idio-
matic a-noTTeidca with the simple 77«'#a> (TiKAru-ee ), but in its development,
' "Petit Zacchee";—il etait en fait de petite taille', it is surely merely
assimilating this Zacchaeus to the Zacchaeus of Scripture (Luke xix. 3).
And, we may ask, what eye-witness of the whole episode would have given
the account as we have it in the Coptic? Certainly neither Zacchaeus nor
Theodore.

To sum up—the vindication of the Letter of Ammon not only confirms
the historicity of G1 against the Coptic on one important series of events,
but thereby supports the principle, followed in an earlier generation by
Ladeuze and Dom Cuthbert Butler, of preferring in general the shorter and
more factual account of an event to the longer and more picturesque. The
importance of this principle will appear more fully later in our discussion.

The Title of the Paralipomena or Ascetica: and a Possible Occasion for the
Assembling of the Pachomian Corpus.
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The De Oratione, with its 'jSi'oi TWV Tâ ewrjoxon-cov (JLOVCLX&V', is not the only
early document to give direct evidence of the existence of a Pachomian corpus.
The document published by Halkin (and the earlier Bollandists) under
the name of Paralipomena existed early enough to be used by the Greek
original translated by Dionysius Exiguus, and to be translated into Syriac
not later than the sixth century, and perhaps much earlier. For its title,
we have the evidence of three Greek MSS., and of the Syriac Version:

In the Florentine MS.—'EK TOV Blov TOV dylov Llaxov^lov.
(in this MS., Asc. follows the 'Vita Prima' and the Letter ofAmmon).

In the Athenian— 'EK TCDV ' AoK-qTiKutv nepl TtDr avrcov K€<j>aXaia tS'.
In the Ambrosian—' 0 Bios e/c TWV 'AaKrjnKwv nepl TU>V avrtov Ke<f>dXai.a

tS'. (in these two MSS., Asc. follows immediately on the 'Vita Prima').
In the Syriac (apparendy)—'Asketikon of the House of Pachomius,

Tabennesiote monks'—'of the house of Pachomius' might possibly stand for
the Greek e/c TCUV TO € /Za^ou/xiou.

On the face of it, we would seem to be dealing with extracts from a
larger lost collection of stories. And certain of the stories surviving in our
earliest Coptic fragments might plausibly be ascribed to the same collec-
tion as these Greek 'Ascetica'. On the other hand, it is remarkable that not
one of the stories from the Greek collection actually survives in Coptic—
except when there are parallels in G1, in which case the Coptic agrees with
G1, not with Asc. Moreover, only the Florentine title appears definitely to
imply that we are dealing with a selection of stories from a larger lost
Pachomian work. The eV rwv da/ĉ Ti/cdw of the other Greek MSS. might
even refer to a general collection of Ascetica—for the name of Pachomius
or his community is not directly mentioned, though the irepl TLOV avriuv
implies it. Or, most probably, the rest of the collection might consist of
other Pachomian works—e.g. the Rule and Letters (which had already
been translated into Greek by A.D. 404-5, when Jerome turned them from
the Greek into Latin), the 'Vita Prima' (or its archetype if it be not original),
and the Letter of Ammon. All or any of these could be classed together,
with the Paralipomena, under the title of 'Ascetica (or Asketikon) of the
Tabennesiote monks of the company of Pachomius'. The phrase 'Taben-
nesiote monks' occurring in the Syriac title of Asc. instantly suggests the
identity of this collection with the Lives of the Tabennesiote Monks spoken
of in the De Oratione, and therefore (if the Evagrian authorship of that
work be accepted) existing before A.D. 399.

Jerome was commissioned to make his translations for the use of Latin
monks of the Pachomian monastery at Canopus; and we may assume that
the Greek MSS. were sent him from there. Jerome speaks of this monastery
as having happily changed its name from Canopus to Metanoea. And the
pagan Eunapius gives us the clue to its origin, telling us (V. Phil. 472)
how the pagan temple there was destroyed by the Patriarch Theophilus
about the same time as the Alexandrian Serapeum, and monks were in-
stalled on the site, who worshipped the bones and skulls of martyrs. Surely
we have here (A.D. 391-2) the occasion for the setting up by Theophilus of
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the only Tabennesiote monastery in Northern Egypt—and also the occa-
sion for his requesting from the community a corpus of works in Greek
describing its history and character. In fact, Ep. Amm., c. i, and Theo-
philus's acknowledgment at the conclusion of that work, show the Patriarch
in the act of procuring one document for the corpus. And the document
published in Coptic by Crum from a sixth century Cheltenham papyrus,
and translated by Lefort (p. 389 ff.), though of questionable historicity,
may at least reflect a true tradition when it shows Theophilus inviting
Orsisius to bring with him to Alexandria 'the Life (sic) of our blessed holy
fathers Apa Pachomo the father of the Community (KOWOOVLO.) and Theo-
dore his gentle disciple'.

Such a Life would form the principal document in the whole corpus,
without which the title 'Lives of the Tabennesiote Monks' would hardly be
justified. And if the papyrus gives a correct tradition, this work corre-
sponded to the Greek 'Vita Prima' at least in including Pachomius and
Theodore in a single biography.

The 'Ascetica', or 'Lives of the Tabennesiote Monks', may then be
supposed to have included the following documents:

a. A Life of Pachomius and Theodore
b. The 'Paralipomena'
c. The Letter of Ammon
d. The Rule
e. The Letters of Pachomius
f. The Letter of Theodore
g. The Book of Orsisius.

We may take it that all these documents appeared in Greek within a year
or two before or after the founding of the Canopus monastery in A.D. 391-2.

The 'Vita Prima' claims to be the work of a writer, or writers, who had
come to the community after the death of Pachomius, but had known
survivors of the first generation (cc. 10, 46, 98-9), and in particular Theo-
dore himself (c. 82, o>? elprjKev rtfjiZv rovro ©eoScopos), who provided the
information required for the work. For the period of Theodore and
Orsisius no direct claim is made, but there are several passages (e.g. cc.
143-4, 146, 149) which give the inescapable impression of eye-witness
accounts. Ladeuze accepted the work as genuine, identifying it with the
work of the 'Interpreter Brothers' spoken of in the Coptic (Bo. 196: S36

ed. Lefort p. 341)—on the basis of which he wanted to place its writing
immediately after the death of Theodore in A.D. 368. But this date is ex-
cluded for the work as we have it by its own statement (c. 149) that after
Theodore's death Orsisius 'TOVS a8e\(j>ovs iv elprjvr) eKvfiepvqcrev xpovov TTOXVV'.

This statement leaves it in doubt whether Orsisius was alive or dead at
the time of writing, but fits in perfectly with a date near A.D. 390 for the
writing of the work—when Theodore's surviving contemporaries would be
anxious to ensure the recording for posterity of the lives of the two saints.

Is there any valid evidence that the 'Vita Prima' was not in fact written
at this time, or that (whatever its date) it was based on a Coptic original?
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Can the original, whether Greek or Coptic, be shown to have been pub-
lished first as a Life of Pachomius alone, before the addition of the 'Appen-
dix' on Theodore and Orsisius? And what evidence is there for the exis-
tence of other lost documents, in Greek or Coptic, employed either by the
'Vita Prima' or by any of the surviving works? These are the questions we
must seek to answer.

The Ascetica1 and the ' Vita Prima'
The introductory paragraph of Asc. takes us a step further than the

title of this work in implying the existence of some other Life or collection
of stories to which Asc. is added as an appendix, although this involves
returning to some extent over the same ground. It is particularly significant
that this paragraph is found even in the Syriac, although Asc. is actually
the only Pachomian work of which we have any record in Syriac, apart
from a few stray Apophthegmata with which we shall deal presently. What
was this other Life?

It is natural to turn first to the 'Vita Prima' which precedes the Ascetica
in the only three known Greek MSS. which preserve either document as a
separate work. Here we have a Life of Pachomius and Theodore which
includes, scattered about the Pachomian portion, four stories apparently
describing events also described—at greater length and with large diver-
gences—in the Ascetica, and three others where the connexion is probable
but rather more doubtful, as well as several more points where echoes may
be traced.

But can these doublets give us the explanation of the prologue of Asc?
8e rcov avru>v ov jSAa/Jepov, on TO [lev avaSpa/jbeiv em rols avrols

ao<f>a\eoTepov vpos rr)v 8eu>plav Trapacncevd^ei rtbv Aeyo/xevajv TOV aKpoar-qv. . .
odev eTravaSpa/jLOvres T<3 Xoyw ovyyevrj TCOV Trporepcov oXiya eKdcL/xeda.

Ladeuze, noting a similarity in ethos between Asc. and the Coptic
fragments, suggests that the narratives found in Asc. were added to G1 on
its translation into Coptic, and subsequently translated into Greek and
added to Gl as an appendix. It is true that certain characteristics of Asc.
are most easily explained on the supposition that it is a translation from
the Coptic (the fact that its Greek is purer and more literary than that of
G1 in no way prejudices the issue). And it is true that a close analysis of
Asc. shows it at several points to be further removed from the facts—and
therefore presumably later in date—than G1.2 But the suggestion of a

1 For convenience, we will henceforth follow the Syriac in restricting this term to the
'Paralipomena' of the Bollandists, although, as we have seen, this is really begging a large
question.

1 Thus in the story of Silvanus, the name of the lad's surety is given as 'a certain
Petronius'—surely the well-known name of Pachomius's successor—in place of the other-
wise unknown Psenammon of G1—although what we know of Petronius from G1 is in-
compatible, chronologically and otherwise, with his being Silvanus's surety. And further
on in the same story, when the brethren seek to find whom Pachomius is praising, the
names of Petronius, Orsisius and Theodore are suggested. Orsisius has replaced the
Cornelius of G1—we can well suppose that the fame of Cornelius had faded in the interval
between the writing of the two documents.
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Coptic original is confronted by the complete absence of any trace of the
Ascetica in Coptic. Now some of the Coptic Lives are very closely con-
nected with G1, and the inconsistencies between the two documents make
it inconceivable that a Coptic translator should have inserted the Asc.
stories in G1 in the face of what it already contained.

On this ground Halkin argues further that the Life referred to in the
Prologue to Asc. cannot have contained the doublets in the form or order
in which they are found in G1. He points out that no one who had read G1

in its present form could have started the first story in a work written as a
supplement thereto with 'QeoZiLpip ra>C as if Theodore were unknown to his
readers: that the accounts given in Asc. contain chronological impossi-
bilities (Theodore, and then Silvanus, are stated to have been twenty
years in the monastery before the events recorded) absent from G1, and many
other details quite inconsistent with G*'s account. Pointing to the fact
that the doublets seem to be gathered together at the head of Asc., and not
in the order in which they are found in G1, he argues that a reviser of G1

has supplemented that work from an incomplete form of Asc. (he suggests
that there is a growth of the marvellous in the later part of Asc, giving the
impression of a later stage in the development of the story), distributing
the stories where he thought good, and correcting manifest errors. He sup-
ports his theory by alleging that the close parallel between G1 and G2

ceases precisely at the point where the first Asc. story appears in G2, and
that G2 always (with one possible exception) adopts the Asc. form of the
stories to the exclusion of the G1 form, thus suggesting that G2 was using
an earlier, incomplete form of G1. We shall be dealing a little later with
the relationship between G1 and G2. But in regard to the order of Asc,
Halkin does not perhaps give sufficient weight to the existence of two
recensions. The order of his published text is that of one MS. only, F. The
other two Greek MSS., and the Syriac version, supported by G3, and in
large measure by G2, place three of the episodes quite differently. It will
be convenient to give here the order of the chapters, named by their
numbers in Halkin's edition, as they are found in the other recension—
with definite parallels in G1 underlined alongside, and vaguer links
bracketed:

i 77

2-4
5-6a

14
15-16

7
17-20
21-23
8-11
24-26
27

104-5
103

(93?)
(18?)

(102?)
(cf. 39, 109)

85
(cf. 88)
(cf. 94-5)
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28-31 (cf-79)
32
33
12

34
35-36

At first sight it would look as if the recension of F must be secondary—
the distribution of the three underlined episodes at random through the
work seems a much less natural proceeding than the assembling of them
by F after the first three episodes in the same order in relation to each other
in which they occurred in the other recension. And, except for c. 12, the
occurrence of doublets in G1 might be precisely the reason for assembling
these chapters together in F—though the parallel between Asc. 7 and
Ga3i is really rather distant: while c. 12 comes perhaps more naturally as
a comment on cc. 8-11 than anywhere else in the work, and it is hard to
see why it should be transferred to the position it occupies in the Syriac
recension. At the same time we must admit that, if F be the original order,
the bringing together of 6 and 13 in Syr. by the removal of the three
episodes to another position can be explained as an artistic improvement
(the c. 6a which links them in Syr. is absent from F), and that in other
details the text of F frequently rings truer. But even in F, the doublets
allowed by Halkin (cc. 1, 2-4, 5-6, 8-11, 14, 17-20) are interrupted by
cc. 7, 12, 13, and 15-16.

But apart from the doubt as to order, it is difficult to accept Halkin's
theory that our present recension of G1, including the doublets, was made
by a writer who knew the Asc. version of these stories. The differences are
surely too great to allow of any literary dependence either way. Lefort
(introd. p. xx) is justified here in concluding, 'Nos actuels recueils de
Paralipomena n'ont done ni emprunte, ni prete a la Vita Prima'.

But Lefort concludes from this that both Asc. and the Lives are depen-
dent upon an earlier collection of Pachomian stories. To his views upon
D, G2, etc., we will return presently. So far as G1 and Asc. are con-
cerned, a study of the parallels surely forces us to a conclusion which does
not seem to have occurred either to Halkin or to Lefort: that the divergences
are such as to exclude, not only direct literary dependence between the
two documents, but even the possibility of their deriving from a common literary
source. They are manifestly based on divergent oral traditions of the same
event. Both the similarities (e.g. sayings quoted identically in the two
documents) and the divergences are of the type to imply this. And as both
documents have passages in which the writer claims to have known
Pachomius's immediate disciples, we must not assume that stories they con-
tain need have any literary stage separating them from the oral traditions
on which they are based.

But does the fact that G1 and Asc. are independent of each other in
their contents necessarily imply that the Greek editor of the Asc. collection
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was ignorant of G1 in a form already containing the parallels to Asc.?1 We
can well imagine a writer of more artistic interest feeling that G1 was too
ascetic and pruned a work, its author too much of a historian, to give a
sufficient picture of the life of the community—that it needed to be com-
pleted by a series of stories as he had heard them—or perhaps as he had
found some of them already in writing, in Greek or Coptic—which, though
they might be less accurate or reliable as history, should be none the less
true 'ikons' of the Saint, with a warmth and fulness of detail missing in the
more continuous historical work. He would realise that to attempt to con-
form his stories to such parallels as might be found for them in G1 would
be to rob them of their freshness. So he would give,them as he had received
them, without caring to remove inconsistencies or historical impossibili-
ties, of which in fact writers of this type are frequently far too tolerant.
But he would add just the kind of prologue we have, apologising for not
having tried to avoid covering ground already covered in G1. Surely this is
the most natural explanation of evexeodcurajv CLVTCOV . . . avaSpafMelv im TOZS

avrots . . . eTTavaSpafjLovres ra> X6ya>. If this is so, then Asc. does not con-
tain, in its prologue or elsewhere, any proof of the existence of a prior Life
or collection of Ascetica other than the documents still surviving in Greek.

Testimony in the ' Vita Prima' to the Existence of Earlier Documents
After dealing with Asc. and the De Oratione, Lefort writes (p. xxiv)

'Quoiqu'il en soit des rapports litteraires entre nos Ascetica ou Paralipomena,
et les Bioi que lisait Nil, un fait se degage avec pleine certitude: les ascetes
grecs pouvaient lire aux environs de l'an 400 des series de recits sur les
Pachomiens distinctes de nos actuelles Vitae grecs dont l'existence, a
pareille date, reste encore a prouver'. While we have not yet given our
positive arguments for the existence of G1 at this date, at least we may
claim to have overthrown the certainty with which Lefort claims already
to have proved the existence at this date of any Pachomian documents in
Greek other than those we actually possess, and to have given a strong
positive argument for believing that Ep. Amm. was already in existence as
one of the documents included under the title 'Lives of the Tabennesiote
Monks'. But Lefort goes on in the next sentence to try to support his con-
clusion from G1 itself—'Ce fait, d'ailleurs, est nettement confirme par un
temoignage formelj on lit en G1 § 99: rive? aKovovres, vnepayairiovres
avrov (Pachome), eypaipav TTOXXO. nap' avrov vorjixara TU>V Fpa^ojv, coy re /ecu
el TTOTS opapa elSev r/ onraalav KTX'.

Here, certainly, we have formal testimony for the existence in the first
generation of other Pachomian writings. But (as is made still clearer by the
first part of the same sentence, not quoted by Lefort—/ecu eVeiS^ e'AdAet
avrols TToXXaKis TOV Xoyov TOV @eov 6 dflflas IJaxov/xios) the writings here

1 We should note in passing that analysis of the language and the vocabulary of the
two documents makes it quite certain that they are not from the same hand—though it is
to be noted that the Greek of the Homily on Idolatry appended to F but to none of our
other sources for Asc. is allied to that of G1 rather than of Asc, and would not be in-
consistent with its being due to the same Greek hand as G1.
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referred to are interpretations of Scripture (vorj/xa/ra ra>v rpcuf>u>v) and
visions (ewroTe opa/xa etSev ^ oTrraai'av). In other words, what is suggested
is a collection of homilies (presumably in Coptic) and not a biography or
collection of biographical stories. Such a collection of homilies (both of
Pachomius and of Theodore and Orsisius) is surely suggested also by much
of the contents both of G1 and of Asc. The homily Against Idolatry ap-
pended to Asc. in F might seem to be a complete specimen of its contents.
And other examples are to be found in Coptic, both in the surviving Lives
and as separate works (e.g. the catechesis published by Budge, Coptic
Apocrypha, p. 146 ff.).

A clue to the character of the collection of vor^iaTa ra>v Fpwfywv is pro-
vided by Theodore himself when, in G1 c. 142, he seems even to be
quoting from the collection in question—' Nor/acofiev 8e teal TOVTO TO

Kep8os, onep napa. TOV narpos 17/xcov rjKovaafiev eK TU>V vorj/xartov TCOV deuuv

Fpaxfiaiv, OTL—and there follows a little homily clearly given as Pachomius's
rather than Theodore's own. As to 6pa/xa, the disquisition in c. 48 about
a pure and humble man being opa/xa /xe'ya suggests that here at least we
have another extract from the collection: while c. 102—o>? opa/xa 8e e'enw
—almost proclaims itself another item; and here we have a vision with a
close parallel in Ep. Amm. 12, and at least some resemblances in Asc. 17.
We should also note G1 c. 125, where the brethren ask Theodore
irvevfiariKov p'ijfia Xvetv avrols, ~q opa/xa TOV dj8/3a /Za^ou/xiou ehrelv, while
c. 135 gives a disquisition of Theodore on dpa/xara. The use of oWac-ia
in cc. 87 and 88 indicates to us the kind of way in which it is to be dis-
tinguished from opa/xa. And this kind of instruction by way of narrative
might not be out of place in a homiletic collection (though we should re-
member that in c. 87 oirraala TWV aylonv suggests a literary indebtedness to
V. Ant. 896 AB.). The word occurs again in Pachomius's speech at the
Synod of Latopolis, and here there is some other evidence (e.g. the men-
tion of Moses 6 TOV MaySwXov otherwise unknown) which may point to a
written verbatim record of the Synod. But minutes of a Synod might be
quite independent of the Pachomian homiletic collection.

In Asc, voTj/xa is only used in quite a different sense, and opa/xa not at
all. ' Oirraola is used to describe visions in cc. 17 and 24-6, and the seeing
of OTTTCUJICU is described in c. 33 as something not to be coveted.

G1 c. 99, the chapter which tells of these writings, is that which also
tells of the Rule (77epi rrjs oiKo8o/x.rjs TOV KoivofiLov Xoyovs KCU deopovs),
and the Letters employing the secret alphabetical code (emoroAa? Trpo?
rovs Trarepas rd>v /xovaorrjpi'tuv, /cat ev auTat? ovofia/ra ypafifidriov, otov diro

aX(j>a ecos ai, cn;/xai'va)v nva. eV yXiLaar] KpvTrrrj TOV Trveu/xaro? ixeivois voovaiv

evexev Kvfiepvrjo-eujs iftvx&v)—clearly the Rule and Letters translated into
Latin by Jerome from a Greek translation. This confirms the impression
that we are concerned here with a definite collection of homiletic writings,
forming part of a regular corpus of Pachomian works (presumably all in
Coptic in the first instance); but no evidence is given of narrative material,
and G1 c. 98 appears expressly to deny the existence of any earlier Life.
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Pachomian Extracts in the Apophthegmata Patrum1

Lefort proceeds (p. xxiv), 'Outre ces series de recits sur les premiers
Pachomiens, il exista, en dehors des Vitae, un autre groupe de recits
detaches; nous voulons dire ceux qui furent absorbes par les recueils
dC Apophthegmata, Paradis des Pe'res, Aerates, ou Pre's spirituels'. He points
out that none of the stories in Asc. or in the 'Bioi de Nil' (i.e. De Or.
108-9) a r e found in the collections of Apophthegmata we possess, and that
all the Pachomiana found in these collections are also found in the Vitae.
He proceeds to list ten passages, in the order of their occurrence in G1. He
tentatively adds another possible parallel with an anonymous Apophthegm
(G1 c. 87, || PJ xv. 70) which cannot be allowed—there is only a very
vague resemblance between the stories. And he points to two apophthegmata
found in the collections and in G3, but not in G1 or G2.

Putting the question of the origin of these Apophthegmata, he admits
that 'plusieurs des apophthegmes pachomiens denotent une evidente
parente litteraire avec la Vita Prima (G1)': but, pointing out that evidently
the collections of apophthegmata were gathered in several stages from
many sources, he argues rightly that we cannot affirm the derivation of
these apophthegmata from G1 until we have established G1Js chronological
priority. And, pointing out that R 34a attributes to Theodore an episode
rightly ascribed in our Lives to Pachomius (that of his sister), he argues
that therefore it cannot be derived from these Lives and says 'nous
trouverons d'autres exemples ailleurs' for the substitution of Theodore for
Pachomius, and insists that R 34a must derive from a source in which the
hero is called simply 'abba' or 'o /xe'yas'—'c'est-a-dire selon l'usage des
Ascetica et des Bioi de Nil'.

Actually, there seems no justification for treating the 6 fieyas of Asc. as
the exact equivalent of'Abba'. It represents a different Coptic term. And
we have already seen that the 'Bioi de Nil' do not use 'abba' unaccom-
panied by a name; while the Letter ofAmmon (the one example later given
by Lefort) can not be shown to substitute Theodore for Pachomius. Thus,
if there be any transposition, it would more probably be Bo. 98 that has
substituted Pachomius for Theodore. But in any case, R would seem to
be the least exact of the Latin versions of the Apophthegmata, and the
story of Theodore's mother in R 34b was quite sufficient to induce a care-
less writer to attribute the preceding story to Theodore's sister instead of
Pachomius's. The change is quite inadequate to prove dependence of R on
any source other than our actual Lives.

Lefort proceeds to refer to the use of a Paradise of the Fathers contain-
ing stories of Palamon, Pachomius, Horsiisi, Petronius, Theodore, etc., by
the writer of the Life of St. John Kolobos—Zacharias bishop of Sakho,
whom he dates c. A.D. 600.2 Admitting that we do not know what Pacho-
mian anecdotes this Paradise contained (the list of names sounds suspi-

1 Apophthegmata references are given according to the tables in Bousset's Apophthegmata.
'Actually, he was consecrated bishop during the Patriarchate of Simon I (A.D. 689-

701), and held his see for thirty years.
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ciously as if it had actually reproduced a complete Life of the G1 type,
just as the Syriac Paradise reproduces the complete Life of St. Antony, and
the Ascetica of Pachomius), he continues, 'Qui oserait pretendre a priori
que toutes ces anecdotes derivent, en derniere analyse, de l'un ou l'autre
de nos actuelles Vitae grecques, quand on sait d'une part que ces dernieres,
comme nous le verrons plus loin, sont toutes des compilations . . . et
d'autre part que, vers 400, . . . il existait des recueils de recits sur les
anciens Pachomiens entre les mains des ascetes grecs.'

But the fact remains that, so far at least, Lefort has not proved that all
the Greek Lives (including G1) are compilations: nor, as we have seen,
has he satisfactorily proved the existence, c. A.D. 400, of any collection of
Pachomian stories other than those we possess. Of course we have not yet
proved the use of G1 by the collections of Apophthegmata. But it is certainly
not disproved. Of course we make no a priori claim (can Lefort make the
same disclaimer?). But attention to the facts may perhaps establish a
probability. Let us examine first the cases listed by Lefort.

In the three Apophthegmata found in the Greek Alphabetical collection
(P.G. Ixv, cols. 316 and 436—the Orsisius and Psenthaisius apophthegmata),
verbal identity with G1 is as close as could be expected from a reliable
MS. of G1 itself: the two Orsisius apophthegmata are also found in the Latin
of PJ, which also implies the same Greek text, though the translator has
wildly misunderstood it at certain points. Lefort had not noticed that one
of these (=G* c. 120) is also found, attributed to Arsenius (a natural error)
in the Syriac (214—again the same Greek text is implied, though the
translator seems to have used a MS. defective at one point, failed to con-
strue certain phrases, and made one or two expansions), and in a second
Latin translation (Pa. 11. 1), which gives a free version of a small portion,
but again bears evidence of having used the same Greek text.

Three other Pachomian apophthegmata are found in the Syriac (108,
109, 354. In all three cases the Greek text of G1 is implied (cc. 14, 22 and
73—the Syriac text of G1 c. 14 in particular may be of value in correcting
the somewhat doubtful text of F).

One of these three is found, also, together with the four remaining
Apophthegmata of Lefort's list, in R 34-5. This collection, like Pa, is in
rather a different category. A comparison of other passages therein with
the Greek originals shows that the author is not concerned with making
other than a loose version of his Greek sources. And if this is borne in
mind, we find nothing in these two chapters—not even the erroneous at-
tribution of the sister to Theodore—inconsistent with their being based,
directly or indirectly, on the stories as we have them in G1.

We conclude, therefore, that in all the Pachomian stories they give, G,
PJ, and Syr. certainly, and Pa and R probably, had before them a Greek
text indistinguishable, in these passages at least, from that of G1. Certainly,
we have not up to this point proved that the document containing them was
otherwise identical with G1. But equally certainly nothing so far has dis-
proved it.
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We must turn for a moment to the three Apophthegmata which G3

alone of the relevant Pachomain Lives contains. One of these (c. 160) con-
cerns the visit of Macarius to Pachomius, and belongs rather to a Macarian
cycle than to a Pachomian. The second (c. 195) is, probably rightly, attri-
buted in the Alphabetical collection to Theodore of Pherme, not to the
Tabennesiote. The third (c. 158—the Angels of Wednesday and Friday
accompanying the bier of a dead monk) is not mentioned by Lefort, prob-
ably because he has not found it in the published collections of Apophtheg-
mata. Halkin also (p. 70*) failed to find it in Bousset's tables. But in fact
Bousset does record it in the first Armenian recension (Arm. 18, 53): and I
have found it in the collection contained in the Bodleian MS. Cromwell
18 (a collection which has many affinities with the Armenian—being, like
it, a later development of the PJ collection). Here certainly we have a
Pachomian anecdote (though it has some resemblance to some Macarian
anecdotes) not found in the surviving primary sources, Greek or Coptic.
But one swallow does not make a spring. One anecdote is not a sufficient
basis on which to assume the existence of a whole collection.

To sum up—the PJ Latin translation was probably made before the
middle of the sixth century: the Syriac perhaps earlier, certainly not much
later: Pa before the death of Martinus Dumiensis in A.D. 583: and R, of
uncertain date, seems closely connected with Pa. Probably all of these,
certainly the first two, used Greek collections containing Pachomian anec-
dotes in the form in which they are found in G1.

To this we can add that the recorded utterances of the abbot Zosimas,
written down also not later than the middle of the sixth century, contain a
longish quotation1 from G1 cc. 15-16 (ed. Halkin, p. 10, 7-27) in a text
verbally identical with that of G1.

It seems, then, that by about the time at which Dionysius Exiguus was
translating into Latin a Greek Life of Pachomius whose text closely re-
sembled that of G2, a considerable number of anecdotes existed in a form
textually indistinguishable from G1. Of course, it is not proved that they
were excerpted from that or any other Life. But it seems the most natural
explanation. Perhaps it would not be exceeding the bounds of caution to
claim that we have already established a strong prima facie case for the
genuineness of the 'Vita Prima.'

The Latin Life and the Greek Lives
We can now turn to examine the relationship between the Latin Life

translated from the Greek by Dionysius Exiguus (D), G2, and G1.
The close connexion between D and G2 extends even to the forms of

names—thus for the (correct) Wo-qs of G1 (c.25), G2 has "Oifits and D Obsis.
For the name of the bishop of Tentyra, Sarapion (UapanUovos) in G1 (c.
29), G2 has 'ATTPICOVOS, and D S. Aprione—both probably standing for
Saprion, which is the form in which this bishop's name is given in Athan-

1 Tov oaiov irarpos •qnwv Zoiaijia KefidAaia mLvv u')$oU^a, ed. Augoustinos, Jerusalem
1913,2 .20-3 . I I .
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asius, Ep. Fest. xi. The existence of this name alongside of and in distinction
from the commoner Sarapion is borne out by papyri. The bishop is prob-
ably the same who is named among the Egyptian bishops at the Synod of
Tyre, (Ath., Ap. c. AT. 79). We should note that D gives the Coptic date
(14th Pachon) for the death of Pachomius, where G2 falls into error by
giving 14 May: but the substitution of the known May for the unknown
Pachon, though found in all known MSS. of G2, need not be taken to
represent the original text of that Life. The larger differences between Ga

and D are the presence of one long section and two short passages in D,
derived from HL, and of three long sections in G2. G2 as well as D shows,
in certain sentences, knowledge of HL. Otherwise, virtually the whole of
the contents of G2 and of D is represented either in G1 or in Asc. Halkin's
arguments for their derivation from these two works might appear sufficient
and conclusive. But Lefort proposes a completely different conclusion.
For him, the Greek original of D is the earliest Greek Life, based (apart
from the extracts from HL) on a collection of stories ('Ascetica') in part
identical with our Asc: G2 subsequently supplemented this with other
stories, some of them from Asc. in its present form, and cut out all passages
which could appear to derive from Palladius owing to the latter's Origenist
reputation: Lefort argues against the dependence of G8 on G1 on the
ground that G2 is shown to be faithful to his sources by his exact reproduc-
tion of Asc. in passages absent from D, and of D in the sections they have
in common. Lefort overlooks the possibility of explaining this last by see-
ing D as a faithful translation of G2 itself; and also the fact that, even if D
be the original, the parallelism of the first long section of D itself with G1

calls for an explanation. As to the faithful reproduction of Asc. by G2 in
the sections parallel to Asc. and absent from D—this is perfectly true of the
two shorter sections (G2 cc. 73-8 and 85-6): their text accurately repro-
duces the text of Asc, as found in the Syriac recension, and can be taken
as evidence for that text equal to any surviving MS. (see Lefort, p. xxxii).
If we could conclude from this as to the faithfulness of G2>s reproduction of
its sources throughout, it would be quite clear that G2 was nowhere
directly dependent on G1. This identity of text with that of Asc. in these
chapters is in marked contrast with the comparative looseness of the corre-
spondence with Asc. in the chapters immediately preceding the first of
these sections or immediately following the second, whereas in both cases
the Latin Life seems manifestly translated from a Greek text faithfully
reproduced in G2. The transition from G2 c. 72 to c 79 is made in D with
four sentences, absent here from G2, the first three of which are found
forming the conclusion of the Appendix (cc. 91-3) added in some MSS. to
G2, while the last ('Haec dicens sine mora surrexit, et commendans eos
Domino, profectus est') provides continuity in the narrative as is customary
in G2 and D. It loses its point if c. 73 follows immediately, and Lefort (p.
xxxv) is probably right in supposing these sentences to have been
omitted by G2—although he has not observed that the appearance of
KOX T<X e'fijs in the Syriac, followed by the final two sentences of Asc. 20 as
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in F, shows that in fact this phrase has its normal sense, indicating that a
biblical quotation is cut short, and is not just inserted in G2 in place of the
omitted sentences. The transition from G2 c. 84 to c. 87 is made with half
a sentence ('Et quia nobis de magnanimis viris sermo processit') which
would be absurd if following immediately on G2 c. 86, but brings out the
real structural link between D li, lii, and liii (Ga, cc. 84 and 87), which
G2 cc. 85-6 interrupt. All the evidence suggests, then, that both these
sections are later insertions from Asc. in the text of G2.

But when we turn to G2 cc. 40-58—the longest section absent from D,
which is parallel partly to Asc. and partly to G1—we find a very different
situation indeed. First, the passages parallel to Asc. prove on examina-
tion not to show that continuous exact reproduction of the text of Asc.
which marks the other two sections: the degree of correspondence is just
that which we find between Asc. and those chapters of G2 which are found
also in D—e.g. cc. 60-1 , 62b~4, 67-72, 81-3, 87-8a. Moreover, the regular
correspondence between G2 and D ceases a sentence or so before the end of
Ga39, I I .D 37, and begins again not at the beginning of the story of Silvanus,
but half-way through it. To take first the beginning of the section:

D G2 G1

Et si quando poscens El Se nore KO.1 npoaev- 'Eav Se TTOXIV eixopevov
aliquid a Domino, peti- $dfievos firj ern^e TOV avrov vepl vyeias TWOS,

tionis suae non conse- alT'qfj.aTOS, OVK e£evl£,eTO- fjirj Sip 6 Kvpios TO alrq-
queretur effectum, non aAAa TTJV delav eKeivrjv p.a, OVK i£evl£,eTo oiiSe
contristabatur omnino, KO.1 fieydX-qv -qv e8i8dx0y] eXwrelTo (Ls pr/ elaaKova-
sed patientissime sus- Sta navros em OTO/XOTO? dels, el8u>s TWV oyt'cov
tinebat, sciens hoc ex- efiepev evxfjv, " yevrj- TOV CKOTTOV. KCU avros
pedire vel sibi vel 8rJTtu," Xeycov," narep TO evxofievos eXeyev TO
omnibus, quidquid di- oov deXrjfia." " FevrjO-JTOj TO OeX-qiia

vina misericordia cen- oov KO.1 /AT/ TO i/j.6v".
suisset: quia frequenter 'ESlBaaKev yap 17/xay iv
intentione sincera vide- TOVTU> 6 /xera TOV IJarpos
mur postulare con- ev els irdvra, on OVTODS

traria, quae Domini 6<f>elXei. elvai.
bonitas, cum non con-
cedit, praestare digna-
tur; et tune potius cle-
menter exaudit, cum
vota nostrae ignoran-
tiae nocte velata non
perficit.

Up to 'contristabatur', D corresponds exactly with G2. From that point the
correspondence ceases completely, while G2 continues to show the same
parallelism as before with G1. D's conclusion would be a natural one for
him to add supposing he had a text of G2 interrupted at efevt'̂ eTo, or
perhaps at OVK, as 'contristabatur' is not a natural translation for e£evlt,eTo.
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Similarly in G2 58-60—c. 58 combines the story found in G17o with
the beginning of the Silvanus story, and is most naturally explained as a
somewhat lame attempt to make a narrative link between GX7O and Asc. 2.
From this point, G259~6o shows throughout the same correspondence with
Asc. that is continued in G26i. When we turn to the story in D—the G17O
story is, of course, entirely missing, and the early part of the Silvanus story
is not really parallel with either Asc. 2 or G1iO4—we find no true parallel
in surviving Pachomian literature. Only a few sentences after the begin-
ning of Gx6o do we find D returning to its normal close correspondence
with G2, which is continued from that point.

In G2, adapting Asc, Pachomius after twenty years' beating and bear-
ing with Silvanus, at last decides to expel him, but yields to his pleas on
condition that Petronius stands surety for him. In D, it is first a number of
the brethren, then later all the community, who demand Silvanus's expul-
sion, while Pachomius himself persistently resists the demand, and in the
end brings him to the fear of God, so that he cannot refrain from tears.
The story of the surety, found in G1 as well as Asc. and G2, is not mentioned.
We can then watch the transition back to correspondence with G2 by
setting D, G2, and Asc. alongside each other in the passage that follows.

D G2 Asc.
Emendatus itaque per ' 0 8e rv)(a>v rijs afieoews ' 0 8e £t.\f$av6s TU^WV

omnia, magnum ceteris ravrqs ovrcos iavrov era- TTJ? a(j>eaetjs OVTOJS rjyco-
documentum conver- Treivojaev ware avrov viaaro nacrr) ijjvxfj avrov,
sionis exhibuit. In vrroypa^ov yeveodai ware avrov VTroypa^ov
omni namque loco et 7 r o A A ° r ? * a ™ ™aav ^ Y*™°6<» «s ™°™ 'Ve-
in omni operatione T ^ v deoa^eias, #<u- rip, Oeoaefielas naaiv rots
_ , . . percos be ev rot? Kara abeAcpois ut/cpot? re /cat
flebat mgiter; et nee r

a , s , , „ Z 4,, s , ,
J ° fyeov oaKpvai iraarj TTJ ^.eyaAois. 10 be fteya

tunequidemcumcibum ^X(f>6Ty]n. fc Kaiio0i- WACO^KTIĴ UX airov TG>V

inter fratres caperet, a OVTOS ai)ToS mxxdKls rf iperSsv fy ^ & s.Kpov

lamentatione cessabat. Svvaudcu imoxeiv TTJV Tairewo^poavv-q K<A TO (JLTJ

Quae res etiam per- ru>v 8a.Kpva>v (f>opav -no- SiaXetirew rovs 6(f>6aX[i-
movit multos ex mon- rafjL7]86v yevoixeirqv, dAAd ovs avrov amo 8aKpjuu)v,
achis, qui ei dixerunt: crvy^iiywadat KOL avrfj oiare (cat iodiovros avrov
Tandem a planctu te Tfl avayKaia. rpo<j>rj /cat fj^ra. rcov a8e\<j>wv, [irj
cohibe nee tanta ^i)povoBai iii" avrui ro 8vvaadai imicparelv ribv
quaesumus, afflictione ZavirvKovtKelvor6"ZITO- haKpvwv aAAa awfiUry
dejicias. Qui respondit: 86\ T " T°v ^ ^ V?ai ^ . Tp?^ ™
_. . . . /cat ro TToaa LLOV uera baKpva. Aeyovrwv be
Conor quidem, sicut • , / , „ , , „ , _ » , s {, „ , ,

n KAavUfiov eKipvcov. avrto riov aoeAcptov ro pr)
jubetis, a lacrymis tern- Aey6vTlov s > air^ rG)V M ^ npooJmw fj
perare nee possum, ^x,},^ ^ ^ g{VOJV ̂  g\ws nv&v TOVrO m^lv,
Pectus emm meum oAo>? TLVU>V iriptov rovro Suo-xvp^ero Xeycuv on
veluti quaedam flamma noielv, 8uax"P^ero Ae- "/7oAAd/ct? rj8e\r]o-a em-
comburens, quietum ywv ori, " /ZoAAa/a? Kparfjoai riov SaKpvcov
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me esse non sinit. Rur- fiov\r)9els eyKparevcraoOai TOVTOV

sumipsidixerunt: Apud ravrrjs /naAiora rijs icrxycra." QaaKovrajv Se

te in secreto tuo vel aiTiay, oAa>s oi5*c IJSUVTJ- TU>V d8eX<f>ci)v on " Avva-

certe in orationibus ^y]v" AVTCOV Se TTOXIV TOV e'ori KO.0' iamov fiev

plangito; cum vero con- 8vvaT0V etval Aeyovrwv KACH«V TOV Karavewy-

venimus ad mensam, **f e W o " ^v eV «a™" ^vov- Kf ™ <TJ "P°™XV
., , , Wt€l TOVTO TTOISLV KCU GV 770160" OUOUDS U€Td TU1V

cibum sumere debemus , , , fi, . , s w „ , . s , -
n . TV TrpoaevYT), em be TVS aoeAaxuv, CTTL be TTJS TDO.-

et a netibus abstinere. >? \ a> > >r •> a> »
rpaneQrjs eoviovra. ey- TreC,T]s eooiovra fiera TOJV

N a m possibile est am- l f / ) O T 6 t f c o f l ( U > « ^ ^ a r a t dSeA^cSv brucparctv 81S-
mam et sine istis ex- y^p, e<f>aaKov, ifivx^] «al varcu yap 17 ifwx*l KOt'
tenonbus lacnmis sem- ^pls TWV e£a>6ev Sa/c- ^capi? TCDV (̂ atvo/xeVwv
per in compunct ione pvatv navroTe iv Kara- TOVTOJV SaKpvuiv TrdvroTe

persistere. vvgei etvai" . . . /cAai'eiv . . .
The close textual correspondence that is normal between G2 and D is

only resumed at 'Rursum ipsi dixerunt'.1 From that point, it continues as
usual. The conclusion seems irresistible, that in this long section G2 has
not been expanding D, and D has not been abridging Ga, but simply the
Greek text used by D had a gap at this point, extending from G2 (ed.
Halkin), p. 208, 1. 22, e&vL^ero, to p. 230, 1. 16, OVK ^SUI^J^V.2 And the
consistent agreement in order and, so far as we can judge from a trans-
lation, in text between D and G2 throughout the rest of D, apart from
the section introduced from HL, makes it a natural supposition that the Life
translated by Dionysius had originally agreed with G2 over this lost portion
also.

It seems probable, then, that we have in G2 the original text of the
Life used by Dionysius except in the two sections introduced subsequently
into G2 from Asc, in the Appendix found in some MSS. of G2, and in the
extracts from Palladius peculiar to D. Lefort argues that these extracts
were in the Greek original of D, and were cut out by G2. It seems more
natural to suppose that they were inserted by Dionysius or his Greek ori-
ginal, and did not belong to the common source of D and G2. But this
point may be more easily dealt with after we have examined the connexion
of G2D with G1 and Asc.

For the text of the chapters where the parallel is clear, the example
given above will be sufficient to show the relationship in the case of G2 and
Asc. The verbal dependence of one on the other is quite clear, and there
can be no doubt which way the dependence lies. The substitution by G2 of
the lengthy phrase for the simple word, the extra quotation from Scripture,

1 The comparison of the three documents here has, incidentally, given us a good
example of the freedom of the correspondence normal between Asc. and G* in a passage
where Gs does not correspond to D.

2 It is curious, and possibly significant, that one MS. of G2—H in Halkin's apparatus
—was based on a text which had a similar, though rather shorter gap, beginning on p.
210,1. 23 (49 lines of Halkin's edition later than the gap we trace in D), and ending on
p. 228,1. 21 (46 lines earlier than the D gap).
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the smoothing out of linguistic roughnesses, are all clear indications of the
secondary document. The same relationship is found between G2 and G1

in the passages where they correspond. If the differences are more con-
siderable, this is explained by the fact that Asc. is much more to the literary
taste of G2 than is G1. But even where G2 is most expansive, the recurrence
of particular words and phrases from G1 proves G2's dependence.1 At the
same time, we can see in the changes and developments something of the
character and purpose of G2. The writer is concerned with composition
and literary style as G1 is not. He is concerned with edification and not
with history (Pabau, spelt Ilifiov, is only mentioned at its foundation, and
not identified as the new seat of government of the community). He will
modify a story to cut out anything which could for a moment seem dis-
respectful to his hero or otherwise shocking to his hearers. He will cut out
editorial passages in his original, modify or omit homiletic chapters, ex-
pand for literary effect, introduce links—sometimes very artificial ones—
between successive but seemingly disconnected stories, eliminate doublets,
simplify his history to conform to his artistic pattern. He will confine his
work to the Life of Pachomius (whether his sources did so or not) and tend
to omit chapters concerning Theodore or the community which are not
directly relevant to Pachomius himself.2

With these points in mind, we can now examine a table showing the
relationship of the contents of G1, Asc, G2 and D.

We have already seen that the apparent identity of the beginning of the
first long omission in D with the beginning of G2>s first substantial omission
or transposition of chapters of G1 (46-9) is deceptive, as D diverges a
few sentences earlier. G146-g are homiletic chapters, and Halkin recog-
nises that the close parallelism between G2 and G1 goes further than this
point, but argues that it ends with G154, G243, at the point at which G2

begins to use Asc. But if certain principles are recognised, a careful exam-
ination suggests that the parallelism may extend much further—perhaps
right to the end of G2. And the absence of the post-Pachomian portion
from G2 is, of course, no evidence that he was not using a copy of G1 which
contained it. If we allow that G2 may, apart from pure omissions,
have modified the order and contents of G1 sometimes by substitution
of stories from Asc, and sometimes by transposition of chapters for literary
reasons, the grounds for supposing that G2 used G1 in an uncompleted form
disappear.

G2i2b adds to Gxi2 the story of the angelic vision and giving of the

1 A typical example, where a change bears in itself the marks of dependence, can be
quoted from Gsi7||G1i8. The latter (p. 11, 1. 26) speaks of Pachomius's heart tis 6vpa
XOAK̂  r/oifiaXujiuvr] KOTO AIJCTTUJV. G2, finding the simile of the door unacceptable, describes
Pachomius as rov ija^aAta/if'vov rip TJJJ irlareois Bvpcw (p. 183,1. 12).

81 am not unaware that in this paragraph I have tended to assume that Gl did in
fact take from G1 the chapters in which his correspondence is with that Life. But even if
these could conceivably have been isolated chapters, or parts of a different collection,
afterwards used by G1, their text would appear to have been as we find it in G1, and they
would be found to share the same characteristics in contrast with Gs.
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G1 Asc. G2 D
i-i2a :-i2a 230-236B

12b 236C based on HL
I2b-i6 —I3~i6a 236C-239B

16b 239B Death of John
ed. 17 om.

18 17 239B-240A (last story modified from Asc. 14)
19-23 i8-2ia 240A-242B

242B-243A =HL (ed. Butler) 88.9-93.4
24-38 2 ib-34 243B-252C
39 om.
40-5 35-9 252C-255C/

horn. & ed. 46-9 (tr. to 91-3 in some MSS.: otherwise om.)
50-2 40-2
53 om. (but see last sentence of 42)
54 43
55 subst. Asc. 28-32 — 44~6a (Mouchonsis. Opening sentence from G*54b. Asc. ar-

ranged 28,31,29,30,32)
56a 46b (first phrase from G ^ b )

hom. 560-7 subst. Asc. 12,33-47-8
58 49a
59 summarised in 49b
60—1 56
62 om.
63 5 I a

Theo. 64 - om.
Theo. 65-6 5ib-2
Theo. 67-8 subst. Asc. 1 53 - -
Theo. 69 54 '

— 70

i 73-5

76
Theo. 77 -

1 78-

om.
-55-6
-57a

6m.

57b
8

5
79 om. (but cf. Asc. 30 = Ga45b)

Petr. 80 cf. Asc. 2-4 58D-61 (255D)-257C
81a 62a 257C

Asc. 5-6 62D-3 257C-258D
6a, 13 64 258D-259B '

8ib-2 65-6 259B-260B
83 subst. Asc. 15-6 67 260B-261B
84 „ 7 68 261B-262A

17-20 — 69-72 262A-266A
2 I _ 3 7 3 _ 5

85 corr. to - 8-11 76-8
79a 266A-C-- ' -

86-7 79b-6o 266C-267A '
Theo. 88 subst. Asc. 24-6 81-3 267B-269B ]

89
84a 269BC-

Theo.90 84b 269C ;
Theo. 91-2 om. (

93 (cf. Asc. 13)
94-5 subst. Asc. 27 8 5 - - c
96-7 ., 34 86 ;

r - - e d . 9 8 - 9 ;
100 om. ,
101
102 (cf. Asc. 17)
103 (corr. to Asc. 5-6)
104-5 (». .. 2-4)

Theo. 106-8 om.
109 cf. Asc. 35-6 87 269D-271A—ZACCHAEUS
no—3 om.
114 88a 271A-272A
ii5~6a om.
116b 88b 272A
117 89 272AB

90 272BC
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Rule from HL, in direct contradiction of G1, which speaks of voices at this
point, and adds ovnw pevroiye opafia efSev ea>s dpn.

The editorial Gxi7 is replaced in G2D by a general sentence, TOIOVTOS
o>v xai TTJXIKOVTOS iv 770AA17 TrpaoTrjn xal elprjViKrj Karaardaei avvScrjye ru>
dSeX^ai, followed by an account of the death and burial of Pachomius's
brother John. It is to be noted that the Sahidic Life, S3, also briefly men-
tions John's death at a corresponding point, immediately before the
account of Pachomius's temptations. But the sentence is absent from the
Bohairic. Its form does not suggest any connexion with G2, and it may
well have been introduced independently in the two documents to explain
the disappearance of John from the narrative.

In the following chapter, the account of Pachomius's temptations is
somewhat expanded in G2D. The story of the escort of devils, given in its
G1 form, is introduced in G2 with sentences clearly reminiscent of the con-
text of the story in Asc. 14. This is the only case in which G2 in any
measure conflates accounts from the two documents, and the only case in
which G2 prefers G1 to Asc. for the main story.

In regard to the insertion of the Rule from HL in D after G*23—the
presence of the same passage in the same position in the 'Vita Tertia' is no
proof of literary connexion between this Life and D. Anyone introducing
the Rule would do so at this point, and it is not introduced in the same
manner in the two documents.

The omission of the name of Theodore found in G*26 from G223a, D
xxrv, can be explained by a desire for tidiness, and the avoidance of un-
necessary repetition—the detail from this point about Theodore's age is
inserted in G23O. There is no proof here that G2 was using a different
recension of G1.

G224, D xxv, curtailing G ^ , introduce elements from HL. In
G228 we find the only use of the word dirddeia (D renders it 'mortificatio
passionum omnium') in the Pachomian Lives. In the account of the nuns'
rule and funerals, D, but apparently not G2, borrows from HL. Half a
sentence from HL is introduced in G234, D XXXII.

GX39 is omitted without apparent reason in G2D. The gap is partly
compensated for by the addition of an editorial sentence at the end of the
previous chapter.

The long gap in D has already been dealt with and need not detain us.
The omission or transference by G2 of the editorial and homiletic chapters
G14&~9 is quite in keeping with the practice of G2 throughout.

GJ53 is omitted in G2—unless it be summarily represented by the last
sentence of G242. The last sentence of G*54 is omitted, but the sentence
before—TJV 8e CKCI dpxo-ios ns xal ayios fj.ovd£cov ovofj-art 'Iwdwys, reXeios

qs—provides G2 with a smooth transition ('Ev raimj 177 novfj Jjv ns
Kal dyios Ai'av dyancov rov Kvpiov, dvo/xan 'Iojvds, reXeioTaros

—the name in G1 was probably originally 'Imvas, not 'Iwdwrjs) to
the story of Jonas, taken from Asc. and rearranged (cc. 28, 31, 29-30),
while c. 32 is given a closer link to this story by the identification of the
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monastery of the crooked evK-rrjpiov as Mouchonsis. The omission of G155,
which also concerns that monastery, appears to be explained by the sub-
stitution for it of the Asc. stories concerned therewith.1

GJ56a is represented by G246b. But the homiletic chapters 56D-57 are
replaced in G2 by Asc. 12 and 33 (the order inverted from that of the
Syriac recension, to make c. 33 an illustration of c. 12, to which G2 gives it
a narrative link). 0*58-9 is represented by G249 with some literary expan-
sion and considerable omission of details of rule which did not interest the
author of G2 as they do us.

G*62 and 64 are omitted. They are both anecdotes in which Theodore
enters. But their omission cannot be explained on that account, as both are
chiefly concerned with Pachomius, while G165, which is much more essen-
tially a Theodoran anecdote, is retained. Pace Halkin, the Theodoran chap-
ters omitted in G2 are fewer than those retained, and are also fewer than
those omitted which do not concern Theodore.

The opening phrase of G*67 provides the opening of G253,2 but is used
for transition to the account of Asc. 1, which here replaces G*67-8 as
illustration of Theodore's wisdom—the equivalent of Asc. 1 in GJ77 is
accordingly omitted in its own place.

G254 makes notable modifications in the story of G16g.
The next nine chapters of G1 (70-8) present at first sight more of a

problem in their relationship to G2. But as cc. 72 and 76 are omitted (both
of them stories of a type seen by other examples to be unacceptable to G2),
and c. 77 has already been dealt with, the problem reduces itself to that of
the deferment of cc. 70 and 71. Actually, we may think that c. 73 forms
such a natural sequel to c. 69—especially when c. 72, which provided an
occasion for it in G1, is omitted—as to give us in itself sufficient explana-
tion of this deferment. And as it would not be in the manner of G2 to
break the links which bind in a real consequence c. 73 and the next two
chapters, it is only after c. 75 that the author of G2 can retrace his steps, to
find in the concluding prophecy of c. 71 a link to lead on to GJ78—here at
least, in Theodore, he had someone sufficient to continue his work.3

G17g-8o are historical matter of a kind not interesting to G2. But we
note that GJ7g contains one item (about old monks dying on their
Kadiafidna and having to be buried so) which has already been recounted,,
from Asc, in the story of Jonas: while G18o, concerning Petronius, may be
regarded as replaced by the Asc. form of the story of Silvanus, which also,
somewhat anachronistically, brings in Petronius. But the introduction of
this story in G2 by coupling it, as one concerning a young novice, with that

1 We should note that G2's spelling Mouxovms seems closer to the normal Coptic
spelling of the name of this monastery than the Moyxcocns of G1.

2 BXiTTUiV hk aVTOV 6 irOLTTjp TjfiWV IJaXOVflLOS O0<f>0V OVTOL G 1

TOVTOV rov ScoSuipov TO OVVCTOV deaod/ievos 6 I7axci>fiios— G*

* We must note how natural it is for a writer concerned with edification and not his-
tory, and restricting himself to the Life of Pachomius, to leave out all mention of Theo-
dore's subsequent disgrace. G8 would allow us to suppose that Theodore continued as
olxovofioi of Tabennesi without interruption until Pachomius's death.
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of the old novice found in G170 and deferred to this point, in the account
in Ga58 of the receiving of both these as novices on the same morning,
would appear due simply to G2's ingenuity, and is one of the most curious
things in the book. Probably we ought not to rack our brains for any deeper
explanation of it.

When the story of Silvanus is completed, G2 (and D) returns (62a) to
i, into the middle of which are sandwiched (cc. 62D-4) Asc. 5-6 and 13

(which are consecutive in the Syriac order of Asc). G18i is completed in
G265, and followed by G ^ in G266. G2 and D then omit G ^ , which is
more detailed history, and 84, which does not directly concern Pacho-
mius, and proceed with Asc. in the Syriac order up to the end of Asc. 20,
after which conies the second section of G2 absent from D. I have sug-
gested that this is a later addition in G2: but if that be so, as I believe it
must be, it remains a curious fact that Asc. 8-11 comes here in just the
right place G276-8) for its correspondence with G185>

Of the next four chapters of G1 (86-89), 89 is taken first (G279a) to
link it conveniently with 86-7—all these being concerned with events at
Tabennesi (the reason for the introduction of the name of Cornelius in
G27ga is not apparent). For G ^ (the fearful vision), G28i-3 substitutes
the apparition to Pachomius and Theodore in Asc. 24-6. G2 finishes this
with a link passage introducing a summarised version (G284a) of G ^ o i .
transferred here as an example of enduring pain to introduce the story of
Theodore's headache (G19O = G284b). Gxgi-2 are omitted as purely Theo-
doran; GJg3 as having been sufficiently represented by Asc. 13 (G264).
We have arrived at the last section of G8 absent from D—probably a
later insertion in G2: otherwise we might regard Gx94-5 (Theodore the
Alexandrian) as replaced by the story of the Roman monk in Asc. 27
(G285). And, while Glg6-7 are mainly homiletic, the story in c. 97 might
be regarded as replaced by Asc. 28 (0*86). G198-g are editorial, but are
partly represented in G2go—the concluding chapter in D and in some
MSS. of G2.

G^oo is omitted—again a story uncongenial to G2. G^oi has already
been used. G1102 has in some measure been represented by Asc. 17 (G26g);
103 by Asc. 5-6 (G262b-3); 104 by Asc. 2-4 (G258b-6i). G1106-8 is the
story of Theodore's disgrace. When we come to G1iog, we may ask our-
selves whether the substitution in G287||DLII of the name of ^acchaeus for
the Athenodorus of Asc. 35-6 is not somehow connected with G^s adapt-
ing his work to a list of chapter-headings of G1—c. 109 appearing as
irepl Za.Kya.lov is replaced by Asc. 35-6 as under the same heading! We
note that the phrase Vavra erraivov avOpioircov viKwvra in G287 appears to be
taken straight from the mention of the real Zacchaeus in Asc. 23 (150. 24-5).

We are rather surprised after G287 to find at the opening of c. 88' a
phrase from the end of the Homily against Idolatry appended by F to Asc,
embedded in a linking passage as G2 passes on to the account of Pacho-
mius's last illness. (G*i 10 is omitted as concerned with details of rule; 111
as concerned with Theodore the Alexandrian who has not been mentioned
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in Ga, 112-3 as concerned with historical events which G2 finds either
shocking or unedifying). In the account which follows the little picturesque
stories of G1! I5~6a are omitted: the story of the appointment of a successor
is summarised, and Orsisius's part therein left out: Petronius is said to
be at Chenoboscia instead of Tismene. But there is also some expansion, e.g.
when Pachomius is represented as giving a death-bed warning against
heresies. The death of Petronius and the succession of Orsisius (G*i 17) are
stated baldly without further development in G28g.

To sum up—when we take into account the method of substituting
passages of Asc. for passages of G1, we find parallelism unmistakable as
far as G^g G254; reasonably demonstrable (with certain transferences and
omissions) from G17O to 90 (G255~84). After that the contacts are vaguer
until we come to the story of Pachomius's death. But when all is taken into
account, there is nothing to prove that the author of G2 had not G1 in its
complete form before him, and some evidence to suggest that he did have it.

Internal Evidence of the ' Vita Prima'
We can now examine the internal evidence of G1 adduced by Lefort to

support the late and composite character of this Life.
Unfortunately, Lefort takes away in one sentence what he has stated in

the one before —'Aujourd'hui . . . il est possible de proceder a l'analyse
precise du caractere du document. Naturellement nous ne pouvons ici
fournir qu'une esquisse pour souligner les traits essentiels, ou plutot pour
indiquer dans quel sens il faut chercher la solution du probleme posd' (pp.
xxxviii-xxxix).

But a sketch is not enough. Ladeuze's position cannot be overthrown
by mere sweeping statements but only by solid and exact argument. Does
Lefort actually produce this?

He begins by claiming that G1 gives at first reading the impression of a
compilation. This, then, is so far a subjective impression. The statement is
made that there is neither logic nor chronology in the order of G1 after c.
53. But such unsystematic work is perhaps more likely in the original mon-
astic biographer than in a later compiler.

Lefort then argues that the impression of a compilation is increased by
the disproportionate number of stories not directly concerning Pachomius,
and the extension beyond Pachomius's death, so that the title Life of St.
Pachomius 'no longer' corresponds more than imperfectly with the contents.
But there is no evidence that this title is original. The Cheltenham papyrus,
whether it be genuine or apocryphal, was written in the sixth-seventh
century, and implies that, at that date at any rate, the best-known work
was a Life of Pachomius and Theodore. The earliest writer is more likely to
have been concerned with the whole history of the community rather than
with its founder alone. And that such was the nature of the earliest work is
borne out by the De Oratione—'/Ji'ot rG>v Taf$ewricna>Tu>v iiavax&v'.

Lefort proceeds to adduce the 'flottement' in the form of proper names
in G1. But the insufficiency of our MS. evidence makes this an uncertain
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argument. And even with the original writer, one can by no means be sure
that he would have been consistent in his transliteration of Coptic names—
witness the varieties of spellings of the same names in the groups of related
papyri published by Idris Bell (Jews and Christians in Egypt).

To take in order the four cases advanced:
1. n/loov or ilajSau. The reading of F, TIpoov, for the first two occur-

rences of this name in G1 suggests that Ilfioov was original here, while else-
where G1 always reads Ilafiav, and this last is supported by Ep. Amm.
(Bad) and by Jerome in his preface to the Rule and in the titles of two of
the letters (Bau). G3 consistently gives 77aj3cD, and G2 IJifiov the only time
he mentions the name. It is certainly interesting that this sole occurrence in
G2 corresponds to one of the two occurrences of 77jSoou in G1; and that both
occurrences of n/Zoov in G1 have to do with the foundation of this monas-
tery and its becoming the headquarters of the community. Here we seem
to have a suggestive indication—but no more.

As to the Coptic form—Halkin derives /ZjSoou from the Bohairic form
^fjwoTc; IJa^av from the Sahidic nfe&ir. Lefort correctly describes
Tifeooie as 'forme sahidique authentique' (the Bohairic form is q>&woir.) But
he omits to point out that his published text of the Coptic Lives shows TI6AT
to be the form consistently adopted by at least one of the Sahidic texts, S4

—a fact which does not reveal itself in his translation, which consistently
gives Tbow' for all the Sahidic MSS.

2. The form nayvovQrjs occurs once only in G1 (F) for the more usual
TlaxpvovTios (four times). As the omission of the -o- of a termination is
common and haphazard in Greek MSS., there is no significance in the
difference between -TJJ and -10?. The use of T or 6 for the Coptic T is likely
also to be haphazard. In the group of papyri published by Bell all possible
variations of the consonants in this name are found—IIcnTvovnos,
IlaiTvovdios, IJa^vovBios, IIa<f>vovTios—the last two within a single letter.

3. Wevrd-qais C. 25 (F. Wivda^aios P)
Yevrariaios C 79 (F. Warauns A), C. 123 (F. Yevdarjcnos P)
WevOd^s C. 106 (F)

Lefort here prints YevOd-qais, Wevdariows, for the first two cases—thus
himself treating the difference of T and & as unimportant. The complete
omission of the termination in the last variant might possibly have signi-
ficance. But our MS. evidence is too slight for any argument to be based
on it.

4. Yap<f>elv cc. 124 and 138 (F. WapyBlv or Wap^d-qv in inferior MSS.
are insignificant)

Wdpfas c. 138 (F. YaptfsN)
In view of what has already been said, no distinction is to be drawn

between Wap<f>iv, Wap^elv, and Wdpjuov (accents are haphazard in Coptic
names), or between Wdpfas and Wdp^ios. Ep. Amm. (19 and 26) also gives
the name as Wdp<f>ios (the reading ^Pd^ios in c. 19 is manifestly a scribal
error).

But Lefort, by an unbelievable confusion, adds Nacf>epoaeZs (c. 149, F.
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—Na<f>epov.T)s A: &epaarjs N). This name is a completely different Coptic
name, vouched for in papyri (see Crum, Coptic Dictionary, 240a and 544b
—KA&epujAi—p. Lond. 4), its simple etymology (it is a Coptic equiv-
alent of Eutychitis) having no connection with that of Psahref ("*?*£?«! Bo.:
ncAp$>q Sa.). And a different person is referred to—Nafersaes is described
as Sevrepos of Pabau at the time of the death of Theodore, while Psarphius
is described in both passages in G1 as fieyas oiKovoyuos of Pabau, and by
Ammon as TOV navrcov irp&Tov ev 177 Bad—clearly a non-technical descrip-
tion of the same office. There is no room for confusion—both names and
functions are quite distinct.

5. C. 83 Tuyy^vai (F: lufxlv A): C. 114 ToiMrjv (F): C. 134 TO firjve (F).
Here surely we are dealing only with textual errors in face of a name un-
known to the scribes. The Coptic name TCJK-KKC. indicates what is meant.
There is no special significance in the occurrence, noted by Lefort, of the
variant Zfuvos in papyri.

But Lefort admits that something more is needed to affirm categor-
ically that G1 is a compilation than these 'indices plus ou moins signi-
ficatifs'. He proceeds, therefore, to examine four episodes of G1 and com-
pare them with what we find in other sources. At the conclusion of this
enquiry he states, 'Les exemples que nous venons de citer demontrent
amplement que le redacteur de G1 utilisait des documents deja singuliere-
ment elabores'. And two pages later, while discussing 'copticisms' in G1,
he says, 'Son oeuvre, nous pouvons en etre certains, est une vaste compila-
tion'. This enquiry, then, appears to be the core of his argument. A final
judgment must wait until we have examined the Coptic sources in their
entirety. But we must state here that Lefort's decision that in each of the
four cases the Greek version is derived from the longer Coptic story rests on
subjective grounds, and that our own subjective impression of the com-
parison would lead us to exactly the opposite conclusion. And we can
claim Ladeuze in our support.

(a) The first example is that of G138, compared with the story con-
tained, imperfectly, in S1 (a sixth century fragment) and S3 (a composite
Life in an eleventh-twelfth century parchment). The Coptic story is, apart
from the very long prayer contained in it, a picturesque account rather
reminding us of the stories in Asc. And its similarities to G*38 are not un-
like those of some of the stories in Asc. to stories in G1. The G1 account
with its brevity and obscurities, is in keeping with the general character of
that work and is as intelligible in itself as we should expect the work of
that inexpert writer to be. The likeness between the two accounts does not
extend beyond the general pattern of the event: there do not appear to be
verbal echoes. And yet Lefort concludes, 'II ne peut y avoir le moindre
doute que la redaction de G1 n'offre qu'un pale resume", dont les termes
eux-memes ne deviennent vraiment intelligibles qu'apres lecture du long
expose de S*-S3.' The present writer would prefer to apply here the terms
used by Lefort (p. lv)—with what little justice in that case we have
already seen—in contrasting De Oratione 108 with Ep. Amm. 19: he
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would say that the G1 account is 'fruste comme un apophthegme', while
the Coptic 'se presente comme une redaction en forme'.

(b) Lefort deals next with G187, saying that it comes in G1 almost at the
end of Pachomius's life while it belongs chronologically to the beginnings
of his 'vie anachoretique'; and that it is 'un resume tellement concentre
et depourvu de tout contexte qu'il n'est intelligible qu'apres lecture des
pages 7 et 8 de notre traduction'. Actually the order of the Arabic version
(Av) in which Lefort tells us that the S2 account is 'repris textuellement'
appears to represent a missing chapter of the Bohairic (c. 113) which
comes there further on in the Life of Pachomius than does G187. The posi-
tion of the story in G1 can be explained both on chronological and literary
grounds (there is no reason for rejecting the idea that this vision belonged
to one of Pachomius's visits to Tabennesi after Theodore's installation there).
But that explanation can be reserved until we can make a thorough
analysis of the construction of G1 in itself. As to its intelligibility, once
more we have to remember that G15s language was probably more in-
telligible to the writer and his contemporaries than it is to us. Actually, we
must turn for its understanding, not to the Coptic account, which again
reads like a secondary 'redaction en forme', but to the Vita Antonii (P.G.
xxvi, 806A)—one of several pieces of evidence suggesting direct literary
dependence of G1 on V. Ant.

V. Ant. Gi
'H fiev yap rutv aylcjv OTrraala Trj oTrracrlq. rcov aylcov

OVK ecrrt, rerapayiiiirq . . , rov Bewpovvros rrjv

rjovxcos Se /cat irpatDs ylverai OTrraalav oi Xoyiafiol

OVTWS u>s evBvs xaP^-v * c " °Lya^~ ei<XeLnovo~i reXeiov.
Ata<7tv KOX ddpaos iyylveaBai rrj ijtvxfi
, . . ot re Xoyi'Ofioi avrfjs arapayoi
/cat aKVfiavroi Stafievovaiv.

(c) Next comes the story of Mavos (G176). Here Lefort omits to men-
tion that the version of the story found in Bo. and S*—the only version
which can with certainty be recognised as telling the same story—is quite
clearly in direct literary dependence on the version found in G1, whether
the original of that be Greek or Coptic. Incidentally, the S4 version
though slightly altered in form from that of G1, suggests one conceivable
explanation of one great difficulty in the latter, where F reads ev atVt'a
KXOTTTJS irepas Kplvcu. Lefort inadvertently quotes this as eV atria
irepa KXOTTTJS Kplvat, and sees in it evidence of 'scissors and paste' in the
composition of G1, in which no other case of theft is found preceding it.
But the reading of F suggests that the true explanation is more likely to be
of a textual nature. Now in S4 the phrase is made part of the bishop's letter
to Pachomius—'We have caught him ge*t OITAITIA Rxiovfc, and have sent
him to thee eTpeRRpme^j^oq. A direct Coptic version of G1 would there-
fore read geMOTAiTiA. Rsioirt €TptqKpiKt^oK.oq. Is it conceivable that the
Greek eV atria KXOITTJS irepas xplvox avrov is actually due to the inadvertence
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of a Copt who, translating the story into Greek, whether from a written
Coptic account or from the spoken word, forgets to translate and writes
down 6Tpe<JRp«H&i, which has later been normalised into irepas xplvai ?

This may be far-fetched. But in any case, the Greek is so peculiar that a
textual error seems a more likely explanation than that of the story's
having originally followed a lost account of another theft.

The Coptic account found, in very fragmentary form, in S10, but com-
plete in the Arabic (Am) described a homily warning the brethren against
touching each other, which makes some of the elders indignant. The elder
of austere aspect, sent by the bishop, has been found guilty of paederastia,
and is sent to Pachomius for judgment. Pachomius, instead of forgiving
him, strips him of the monastic habit, and expels him.

Lefort continues, 'II est superflu d'insister pour demander de quel cote
il faut chercher le recit primitif. But in fact, the homily about sexual
temptation is certainly no more natural an introduction to this story than
the series of security discourses (Xoyovs da^aXeias TTOXXTJS npos rqv awnjpi'av)
summarised in G172~5, which S4 and Bo, as usual trying to give more
consecutive form to the Life, make the direct occasion of Mavos's com-
plaint. The expulsion, and the referring of the story to paederastia, absent
from the S4 Bo version as well as from the Greek, are suspiciously typical of
the Coptic sources represented in S10—which also tend to greater pictur-
esqueness, and greater stress on the miraculous. Actually, the freedom from
emphasis either on sex or on vision or on miracle seems to the present
writer (as it seemed to Ladeuze) one of the most refreshing characteristics
of G1, and one of the strongest evidences of its early date.

[d) Finally, Lefort cites G*84 as a last example of'edulcoration' (as we
might say, 'bowdlerisation') in G1, as S10 (+Am) makes Tithoes's tempta-
tion that of paederastia, while G1 appears, rather obscurely, to make it
simply one of gluttony. Admittedly there is something not wholly satisfac-
tory in the G1 story as it appears in the text of F: fjXdev Trvevy-a Trovqpov
ireipaacu airrov rfj anra.Tr) TTJJ dfiaprlas ev rut <f>ayeZv airrov irpGirov fiev TWV

TCJV vaoovvruiv Kal on. 8id rov ayiovos /xaAAov SoKifid^ovrai ol
Note that in F there is no Se or corresponding clause answer-

ing to the Trpiorov (iev. Has not something dropped out? In fact, when we
turn to Gs (c. 135), we find a clear indication of the original text of G1:
'tfXde TTvevfia Trovqpov Treipdcrat. airrov TTJ ana-Tr) rrjs dfiaprias. Kal vpu>Ta fiev
imifiaXev avru) OTTCOS fieTaXd^rj e/c rujv jSpai/xaTcoj' rcov VOOOVVTOUV, /cat eav avrov

ISr) rjTTrjdevTa iv TU> ^pw/xaTc, imppuprj avrai TO nddos TTJ? iropvelas' avro£i Se

fxrj TrapaSe^afj-evov, Karrfcrxyvdr) 6 ixSpos. Kal yap Sia TOV dycjvos

ol ITIOTOV. The Greek, then, probably did here touch lightly on sexual
temptation. The Coptic blossoms into its favourite subject of paederastia,
complete with beautiful youth. 'Encore une fois, faut-il se demander oil
nous devons chercher la forme originate?' As to the beginning, THv 8e TI?
adXrjrqs a\Xos—surely this is taking up the thread of the concluding sen-
tence of C. 82 (*Hv Se ev ravrrj rrj [Movfj ayios Kal Suvaro? TW Trvev/Jiari TaXfias
Xeyojxevos), slightly interrupted by c. 83 concerning the foundation of other
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monasteries, while the reference in the last sentence but one of c. 83 to
TOVS 6)(\ov(i€vovs xrno AoyioyxeSv TTOIKCKCDV gives clear occasion for the intro-
duction at this point of c. 84.

'Copticisms' in the ' Vita Prima'
Having demonstrated to his own satisfaction that G1 is 'une vaste com-

pilation', Lefort asks if we can determine at least some of the documents
used. But rather than answer the question directly, he prefers first to try to
fix the character of the editor.

Quoting Tillemont's recognition of the obscurity, even barbarism, of
the Greek (which Tillemont already regarded as suggesting a Coptic ori-
ginal), he claims that this is only partially true, as in some passages 'la
langue n'est pas plus anormale que celle, par example, de plusieurs
chapitres de YHistoria Lausiaca ou des Apophthegmata', and suggests that
this is further evidence of diversity of sources. To the present writer at
least—and he has made some slight study of the Pachomian vocabulary—
the variations of style from passage to passage are not apparent, or cer-
tainly not such as to imply different authorship or different sources.

But Lefort proceeds to enquire after the source of the barbarisms, and
not unnaturally finds abundant evidence of Copticisms in the Greek. We
should not need to dwell at all on the first part of this argument, as there is
certainly no need to assume a Coptic original in order to explain Copti-
cisms in the Greek of a fourth century Egyptian writer, especially one who
has clearly been living for many years in monastic surroundings where
Coptic was certainly dominant in speech and liturgy. And Lefort himself
admits that Copticisms 'fourmillent' in the KOLVTJ of the period. But we
cannot refrain from pointing out that when, on p. xliii, Lefort proceeds
to give examples of Copticisms, he starts with a list of phrases (dnrjXdev
e£<u, etc.) of which none would be out of place, and most are found, in
Holy Scripture—fiaXkew egw, for instance, occurs 5 times (e.g. I Joh. iv.
18, 17 reAei'a ayd-mrf egcu /JaAAei rov <}>6fZov) in the New Testament, and its near
equivalent e/c/JaAAeo' e£co 11 times; while the occurrence of Trarelv indvut
6<f>4u)v (GX21) is, of course, in a direct quotation from Scripture (Luke x.
19)! As for the other points adduced—the constant use of /cai as a conjunc-
tion; of/cara -ndvra with an adjective where a superlative might perhaps be
expected; the repeated use of an ambiguous 3rd personal pronoun, etc.—
none of these are evidence of a Coptic original, however much they may
suggest a writer accustomed to think in Coptic. We certainly agree that,
from the general style of the document, 'il ressort clairement que le redac-
teur de G1 est un Copte n'ayant qu'une mediocre connaissance du grec'.
But we have seen no reason so far to accept the following opinion: 'Or
son oeuvre, nous pouvons en etre certains, est une vaste compilation'. His
Copticisms do not affect in either way the probability of his having used
written Coptic sources.

To demonstrate that this hypothesis is not a piece of 'Coptomania',
Lefort places G*i22 and the first sentence of 123 alongside his translation
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of S3b. As he says, 'la parente litteraire, pour ne pas dire l'identite", de ces
deux redactions est evidente'. And there are, indeed, obscurities in the
Greek. But it does not seem to us at all manifest that the Coptic cannot be
a translation of this 'almost unintelligible' Greek. The crucial phrase is
that in which the Greek makes KO! ras Siarayas part of the object of
iraptfyyeiXev rrjpeiv, starting a new sentence with Kal Ira^ev avrovs,
while the Coptic makes it the object of the following ^qTOujovMAT
(eragev avrois). Of course, our MS. authority for G1 is not strong, and it is
not impossible that the Greek originally read eragev avroLs. But an analysis
of the 31 other occurrences of rdacrco in G1 shows that in every case but two
it is used of the appointment of persons to offices—so that the natural mean-
ing in this case would be that Orsisius appointed the fathers and house-
masters and seconds at the two gatherings, and not the Siarayai—cf. c. 83
(speaking of the two gatherings in Pachomius's time). Kal elnva Siarayfiv
6 varqp iKaorrjs [Movrjs ideXoi, eXeyev avra>' Kal eraaaev OIKICLKOV fj aAAov—
This passage would seem to make clear G^s meaning here. The Greek is
certainly obscure, and typical of our author. The Coptic trying to clarify it,
has misread avrovs as avrois, and so has treated the Siarayai, and not the
officers, as the direct object of eragev.

Lefort writes, 'Si le redacteur de G1 etait autre chose qu'un compila-
teur inhabile, il se serait souvenu de ce qu'il avait ecrit au c. 83, et y aurait
trouve" de quoi mieux comprendre le passage ici en question'. Lefort does
not make quotations from c. 83, but it would hardly seem that he himself
had understood the relevance of that chapter in this connexion.

From all this, Lefort goes on, it results that the Greek of G1 is a bad
translation, and in places a simple transposition of the Coptic, 'comme la
langue nous invitait deja a le soupgonner'. But, if I am right, the proof has
failed. We would not claim to have disproved a written Coptic original for
G1: but at best it cannot be more than a conjecture—except for the wit-
ness of G1 itself to written vorjfiara rcov ypa<f>u>v which probably provided at
least the homiletic chapters of G1. In any case we have the impression
that G1 is throughout far closer to the original written source, whether that
was in Coptic or in Greek, than any other surviving document in either
language.

Was the' Vita Prima'preceded by a Lost Collection of'Ascetica'?
Having convinced himself of G*'s use of Coptic texts, Lefort goes on to

admit that that does not mean that the main part of his documentation was
not in Greek. He returns to the theory of a common source for G2, D,
several Coptic MSS., and G1!-^, in a document 'qui sera examine plus
tard'. And he claims that it is relatively easy to reckon that in the second
part G1 depends directly or indirectly on the Ascetica. As he had
admitted that 'nos actuels recueils de Paralipomena n'ont done ni emprunte
ni prete a la Vita Prima'(p. xx), we conclude that here he is using the term
'Ascetica' in a more comprehensive sense, though part of the argument
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which follows seems aimed to prove the use by G1 of at least one story from
our actual collection.

After mentioning again the 'autre cas de voV and the 'autre athlete' as evi-
dence of scissors-and-paste, he returns to c. 54, claiming the sentence in F
(omitted actually by Ath.)—'Hv 8e eKet apxalos TO KCU dyios fxovd^uyv

ovofian 'IcudwTjs, re'Aeto? aoKrjrrjs—as evidence, in its identity of phrase
with G2's introduction to the story of Jonas, that G1 or its source 'maniait
les Ascetica'. Actually, we have seen that G2 takes the phrase from G1,
using it for transition from G1 to the Asc. story. We entirely agree about
the probability that Jonas was the original name in G1. This is borne
out by Bo and S5, both of which read 'Jonas' at this point (though showing
their secondary character by making him father of the monastery of Mou-
shons, whereas G1 simply treats him as an ascetic, and Asc. as the gardener).
But there is no evidence to prove a relation of dependency either way
between G1 and Asc.1

Lefort next brings forward G15s short mention of Talmas (c. 82). But
neither his name nor his disease give any reason for identifying him with
the leper Athenodorus-Zacchaeus of Asc. and G2D. And while the fact
that this is followed up, as is here admitted, 'apres quelque lignes sur
Porganisation de la Congregation' ( = c. 83), with the story of Tithoes
introduced THv 84 n? d̂ Aiynj? aAAo?' certainly does explain that phrase
independently of 'scissors-and-paste'. No evidence of dependence on a
collection of'Ascetica' is to be found in the fact that this sequence of stories
(cc. 82, 84) is immediately followed in c. 85 by the story of the apostate
monk in a form utterly different from that of Asc. 8-11, of which it
cannot be a resume.

Lefort then cites the other parallels between G1 and Asc, and 'the last
but not the least', the alleged parallel between c. 101 and De Oratione 109,
to prove that G1 or its source used a collection of Ascetica 'qui rappelle
singulierement ceux que nous connaissons'. We need not deal with these
matters again after what has been said. A footnote adds an error and an
important fact: (a) it states that the phrase 6 fieyas is found also in G1,par
exemple 4 times in cc. 41-3: but it fails to note that these appear to be the
only occurrences in Halkin's published text; that they are all readings of A
in chapters where F is missing; that only one of them is supported by the
'Vita Tertia'; and that the reading is suspect, as A elsewhere also (c. 76)
introduces the phrase where it is absent from F. (b) It points in passing to
the one change of terminology in the course of G1 which really does require
explanation—the fact that the term djSjSas (Lefort refers to its use with the
name Pachomius, but what he says applies to all use of it) does not occur
once before c. 61, and after that becomes constant. It is to be noted that
in F the term yipwv is not applied to Pachomius in G1 before this same
chapter (it is found in A in c. 42, where F is not extant).

1 Lefort is mistaken in stating that the Syriac version of the story in Asc. reads John.
Both in Budge and in Bedjan the name appears as ĴCU ('Yawnan' =Jonah), not as

('Yohannan'=John).
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The Date of the' Vita Prima'
Lefort returns for a paragraph to the extracts in the Apophthegmata—

ground that we have already covered sufficiently. While we see no reason
to suppose, with Lefort, that R is the earliest Latin recension of the
Apophthegmata, and evidence against its early date in its inclusion of ex-
tracts from the abbot Esaias (who died A.D. 488), we certainly would date
some of the collections containing Pachomian extracts back at least to the
early sixth century. Lefort asks, 'Or peut on affirmer que G1 etait deja
redige a cette epoque? C'est ce que nous allons essayer de determiner'.

We believe we have already given sufficient grounds for concluding
that both the Apophthegmata extracts and G2D are based on G1. But let us
look at Lefort's arguments against the early date for G1.

After using the late date of F (though it is really quite early for a Greek
MS.—A.D. 1021) to hint at an unreliable text, Lefort first adduces the
verbal dependence of c. 99 on the Vita Antonii as giving a terminus a quo.
We entirely agree—as we have seen, it is not a solitary case—and this is
perfectly consistent with the claim made by the writer (or writers) to have
known Theodore, but not Pachomius himself, while, as we have also seen,
the end of c. 149 makes it clear that the work was composed some years after
the death of Theodore. The phrase TOV apx^maKonov ov fiovov TOV rore
ayia>To.Tov 'Adavaaiov is certainly embarassing for Ladeuze's theory that
the Life was written almost immediately on the death of Theodore, and
before Athanasius's death. But the use of rore in G1 does not, pace Lefort,
force us to the conclusion that it was written 'fort longtemps' after Athan-
asius's death. It is fully consistent with any date at which Orsisius could
have been said to have ruled the community xp°vov tto\vv after the death
of Theodore, e.g. with a date under Theophilus such as we have suggested: it
would not exclude a date under Peter or Timothy, though we see no
reason for going back beyond Theophilus.

So much for Lefort's conclusion on p. xlviii: 'nous voici done cer-
tainement au moins a la fin du IVe siecle, et tres probablement bien au
dela, e'est-a-dire a une epoque ou, au temoignage de Nil (ou fivagre), les
ascetes grecs pouvaient lire des Bioi des moines de Tabennisi, qui ne s'identifient
certainement pas avec G1, comme nous l'avons vu'. As we have seen, there is
strong reason to suppose that G1 did form one item in this collection of Bioi.

The last argument put forward in this section by Lefort for the late
date of G1 is the use of the word ixapycoviov in cc. 107-8. The word is found
in the Coptic also, and it is interesting to note that here, at least, Lefort
admits the indebtedness of the Coptic to the Greek, though on other occa-
sions, even in the Bohairic Life, and at points where the verbal relatedness
of the two documents is undeniable, he is prepared to argue for the priority
of the Coptic.

The word has, it appears, only been found once elsewhere in Greek—
in the Spiritual Meadow of John Moschus (unfortunately Lefort omits to
give the full reference). It is not uncommon in Arabic in the form «i^.^.
It is used elsewhere to translate oTwptSas. Its Arabic roots are not clear,
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but the form appears a natural Arabic form. Lefort concludes, 'On peut
done considerer marguna comme un mot authentiquement arabe, qui aura
passe au grec dans un milieu en contact avec les Arabes: milieu tres
restreint, vu la rarete du mot'. He proceeds to argue that, while Sinai in
the seventh century (the milieu of John Moschus) was indeed such a milieu,
the same could not be said of Upper Egypt in the fourth or fifth century:
therefore, the word in this context must be a late introduction. One point
at least he has overlooked in the evidence he cites. His quotations from
Biberstein-Kazimirski and from Amelineau show the word in use among
the Nubians and Sudanese (for baskets carried on the head). In other words,
it is found in use in the Nile Valley—the quotation from Amelineau expressly
refers to its use at Assouan. The name of such an age-old object of common
use is not likely to have changed in the course of a few centuries. And any-
one conversant with Greek knows how little one can safely deduce from
the rarity of a word's occurrence in literature.

Peeters was not ready to allow Lefort's conclusion on this point. His
own suggestion of a Syriac origin and a transposition of letters is hardly
convincing. But actually, the termination -wviov is not at all an improb-
able Greek termination. May we hazard a connection of napywviov with the
Greek [wpyos, whose meaning is given in Liddell and Scott as 'the body
of a wicker cart used for carrying straw and chaff'? The use of the diminu-
tive form for a wicker basket seems to offer just the explanation we need
here. And at least one Modern Arabic Dictionary I have consulted gives
the meaning of the Arabic word as a wicker basket. At any rate, it is surely
absurd to use the occurrence of a word about the origins of which so little
is known, as an argument for the late date of the Greek document in which
it is found.

It would be tedious to quote the conclusions which Lefort thinks fit to
draw on p. 1 from these arguments. Let any reader refer to that page. He
will find it hard to believe that the assertions there made are really based
on nothing more than the arguments we have here been engaged in rebut-
ting. But such is in fact the case.

A page follows on the 'Vita Tertia'. We need only pause to point out
that, in view of our slight MS. evidence for G1, we cannot conclude from
agreements of G3 with G2D to a dependence of the former on the latter.
It is more likely that the agreement gives us evidence for the primitive text
of G1. The occurrence of extracts from Palladius in the same position in
G3 and in D is again no evidence. The position of these extracts is dictated
by the nature of the case: and they are not introduced in identically the
same manner.

The Letter of Amman has already been sufficiently dealt with earlier.

The Coptic Sources
It remains to consider the Coptic sources, as sorted out by Lefort.
i. S1. Stories told at length, of the early days of Pachomius, with his

brother, and with unsatisfactory brethren. This early fragment can be in
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part supplemented from the compilation S3. Its accounts are in many
respects different from those found in G1. In the character of these differ-
ences, and in the picturesqueness of the stories, we are reminded rather of
Asc, and of its relationship to G1. The stories might be due to independent
oral accounts of events of which some are described or referred to in G1.
But the latter does not appear to be explicable as a summary of the S1 ver-
sion. An occasional tell-tale Greek word, such as the crucial irep-nepos in
the story of the quarrel of the two brothers, suggests, though it does not
prove, that the Coptic may after all be a free elaboration of the Greek. It
is to be noted, incidentally, that S1 supports G1 as against Bo. etc., in
making John, and not Pachomius, the speaker of the angry word.

2. S2 'trait exclusivement des charismes dont jouissait Pachome: dis-
cernement des esprits qui se manifestaient a lui, ravissements au ciel, don
de clair vue dans les consciences, don des miracles'. Lefort argues that the
'atmosphere toute impregnee de merveilleux' is no proof that S2 is not very
near the primitive tradition; and that it is not dependent on any surviving
Greek or Coptic document, while it does supply material for the later
Coptic compilations. That it does that is quite clear. But when Lefort at-
tempts to derive G*42 and 87 directly or indirectly from S2, we can but
answer that here again the opposite appears to us to be the case—that the
Coptic is a free elaboration based directly or indirectly on G1. In regard to
the marvellous atmosphere of this document—it is so far removed from
that of G1 that it seems impossible to believe that both are primitive. If G1

is primitive, S2 is not. And we see no reason in this document for reversing
our judgment given in favour of G1. We are not convinced that S2 need
necessarily belong to a different source from S1.

3. S20, S10, S11—all fragments of one and the same recension, which
can be largely reconstructed from the Arabic versions where the Coptic is
missing. Lefort says it is clearly not in direct literary relation with any
other document. But a table showing its contents alongside those of G1

once more suggests that the Coptic is a free elaboration of the Greek, with
extra stories inserted where the compiler thought them appropriate. We
have already noted the interest this document appears to show in paeder-
astia. It certainly seems to us that this is an interest introduced by a later
writer, and not a primitive element 'bowdlerised' away by G1.

Lefort argues from the prominence of Theodore in much of this docu-
ment that it may have been the 'Life of Pachomius and Theodore' asked
for by Theophilus. But we see no reason for identifying that Life with any
document other than G1.

4. S8. The only Coptic beginning of a Life surviving. It is incorporated
with the normal preface (as in G1 etc.) in S3. It included the story, found
in other Coptic recensions, of the boy Pachomius's temptation to inchastity,
an account of a second expulsion of him from the temple, and a disquisition
on apparent fore-knowledge in. evil spirits, elaborated and given as edi-
torial comment, whereas in other recensions it is Pachomius himself who
discourses on this.
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The fragment, such as it is, suggests a rewritten and elaborated Life,
with a different and independent introduction, but dependent ultimately
for the rest on the same original Life.

We see no conclusive proof that all these four documents distinguished
by Lefort do not really constitute part of a single rewritten Life, based
ultimately on the same original which is represented in G1 (if G1 be not
indeed itself the original), but elaborated, altered and enlarged.

5. S3—A 'vaste compilation', ending with the death of Pachomius. It
certainly used documents 1, 2, and 4 above (none of its surviving portions
correspond to 3 as represented in the Coptic fragments), as well as the
standard Life (Bo., etc.) which we next deal with.

6. The recension of which alone we can form a fairly clear and com-
plete picture from the extensive Bohairic and Arabic remains, and several
long fragments of the Sahidic on which the Bohairic was based. Some
forms of this recension seem to have ended with the death of Pachomius,
but others to have continued, like G1, to the death of Theodore.

Referring to the imperfect state of our knowledge of this Life before his
own publications, Lefort continues, 'Dans ces conditions il n'est pas sur-
prenant que, devant les ressemblances manifestes entre cette recension
copte et les Vies grecques, et plus specialement G1, des critiques con-
sidererent G1, qu'ils tenaient pour la redaction primitive, comme source
principale de ce qu'ils croyaient representer toute l'hagiographie copte
pachomienne. Maintenant que nous savons que G1 est une vaste com-
pilation, et que le modele de Denys lui est tres probablement anterieur, il
faudra reviser radicalement le probleme des rapports litteraires de ces Vies
grecques avec la seule de nos Vies coptes qui denote une intime parente
avec l'hagiographie grecque . . .'.—'Nous savons . . .'—As we have seen,
we know nothing of the sort. The essential thesis of Ladeuze is not over-
thrown. The Coptic documents (1, 2, 3 and 4) which Lefort claims to be
our oldest sources show indications that even they may be in some measure
dependent on G1. And for the main surviving Coptic version, represented
by Bo., S6, etc.—a careful comparison of the general structure of this docu-
ment shows dependence on G1, and not vice versa; while, in detail, in almost
every chapter there is evidence of direct verbal dependence on the Greek
original. Even Lefort, though refusing to recognise G1 as the source
concerned, admits that this Coptic recension is 'a manifestement absorbe
des documents grecs'. Certainly there is much new material: and while
this is of unequal quality, some of it gives an impression of factual histori-
city equal to that of the G1 material, and superior to anything found in
what Lefort claims to be the oldest Coptic sources. If G1 was indeed the
first Life, written c. A.D. 390, it is natural to suppose that it would immedi-
ately inspire a Coptic version with additions, and in some cases corrections,
from local knowledge and direct oral tradition. But in several cases where
the Greek and the Coptic are in conflict as to fact, the Greek can be shown
to give the historical truth. This applies, it is to be noted, to events in the
'Appendix' after Pachomius's death as well as before it. Lefort does not pro-
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duce any clear proof that this 'Appendix' was a later addition to the ori-
ginal Life, either in Coptic or in Greek. The evidence suggesting its
separation from the Life ofPachomius in some Coptic recensions is perfectly
consistent with the view that this separation was the subsequent, not the
earlier, stage. That such was the case is borne out by the Cheltenham
Papyrus—our earnest clear evidence on this point. In the Greek, also, the
restriction of G2D to the Life of Pachomius alone is perfectly compatible
with its use of G1 in its complete form.

The publication of the Pachomian dossier still needs completion at
certain points. We have not yet a critical edition of the Latin Life; the
Vatican Arabic version (Av. in Lefort) remains to be published; the text of
G1 still requires the publication of the readings of the Athenian MS.; and
a new critical edition of the 'Ascetica', setting forth both recensions clearly,
with full collation of G2, G3, and the Syriac version, would be a great con-
venience. But it is improbable that further publication can upset the main
conclusions to be reached from the material already to hand. In regard to
the Coptic material, Lefort's publications have corrected our view in show-
ing that a wealth of matter which Ladeuze could believe to be merely late
introductions into the Arabic Life published by Amelineau, actually derives
from Coptic documents some at least of which may go back to the sixth
century. He has not proved that these documents are our earliest sources,
or are any nearer true history than many other documents of sixth century
date.

A comparative table of the contents of G1 and the Coptic and Arabic
Lives must wait until we can make a closer examination of the literary
structure and historical character of G1. We hope then to give more posi-
tive and constructive demonstration of the reliability of that document,
and of its great significance for the early history of Christian asceticism and
spirituality.
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